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SPINSTERS RETURN FROM KLONDYKE

SPECIAL MEETING COMMISSIONERS
ELECTION CONTEST

ACCOUNT
ReCOUnt

Votes With Reference
Sanders and Baldonado
Of

IIS

SO PLANT SOME

Your

tO

Grand-childre-

HI

i

Sutherland, Chairman, J. J.
Sanders and J. Kmmett Gregg,
M.

and Chas. E.
Commissioners,
and
the followClerk,
Thomas,
tn-liad,
it :
were
ing proceedings
and
Miller
t'onies now Jim
states to the Hoard that Otero
County warrant No 4444 issued
by the Probate Clrk an ler date
1911, in his favor for
190.00 to cover amount of bounty
warrant No. liiVS. hus never lieen
reeeived by him, and it appearing to the Hoard that said war
rant has not been paid by he
w

Jne

i,

I

it i ordered that a
duplicate thereof be issued in
lieu thereof, after due publication of these minutes.
Engineer's Estimate No. covering laiior performed by contractor V. I. Dodgen on Box
Ch non road during the month of
February 1S'I, reeeived and ap
proved, and ordered that a war
rant issue for the amount shown
therein, lens 1100.00 deduction
to We made account advance pay
ment.
Conies now the resignation of
.lames Stevenson, Justice of the
1'ea. e, Precinct No. i. together
with petitifin of various signers
a residents of said precinct, pe
títinning tlie appointment of R
V. Work as Justice of the Peace
in and for said preeinct to till
vacancy canned by said resigna
tion. and action thereon withheld until the next regular
meeting.
Come- - now
iuthrie Smith,
Editor and Publisher of the Ala- mogordo New, petitioning the
Board for an opportunity to hid
on County printing ami oilier
gal publication and csmimercial
printing, and it appearing to
that there is nothing to he
done along this line at the pre,
ent time, ordered that the matter requires no action at this
time.
The following bonds were ap
r,

5

1

proved :
Bond of Jed R. Yale. Knad
Orerteer, Precinct No. for IMS.
Bond of Petarlo Duran. Road
Overseer, Precinct No. for 1918.
Bond of T. J. West, Itoad Overseer, Preciad No. :i for HU2.
Comes now K. W. Beach, on
hehalf of the Alamogordo Im
provenient Co., and asks that
1

the Board of County Commisremove tbe pent bouse
building from its present loca
tion, claiming same to le on land
owned by said Company, and it
appearing to the Board that said
building is on said property, the
Chairman hereof is given the
authority to have said building
sioners

removed or disposed of, reporting bis action thereon at tbe

neit meeting.
(Jomes now Juan T. Baldonado,

attorneys, and J.J. Sanders, by bis attorneys, being
parties at interest in a certain
contest suit now pending in the
by hia

AND HOLD ROUSING CONVENTION

TIME

Relate Thrilling Experiences for the

Empaneled Monday

Benefit of Audience

in

1

Funny Costumes and Character Impersonations

Please the Crowd

Formally Setting Apart Friday Grand Jury Returns Five Billa
Four No Bills

March Eighth

on Thursday, February
29th, 1012, at the hoar of o::u
A. M., present and presiding D

DOUBLE

may Need Court Organized and Juries Were

n

Shade in Coining Years

Board Also Transacts Much Other Business
and Orders Bills Paid
The Board of County Commissioners of the County of Otero,
State of New Mexico, met at the
Court House in the Town of

PRICE 5 CENTS

By Stannard Hartley
Third Judicial District Court of
Otero County, and show to the
WANTED: A man. A real, ing into his arms when he seran- District court was convened real man. Apply to Josephine aded her one night. She
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5
Board authority for the examin- gave a
ation by this Board of ballots in Governor William 0. McDonald here Monday, and the organiza- Jane
n. old mad
Solfemo, President rood ímístíon
í'rT.
oaiiot tioxes num tiers one, three, ims issued an Arbor Day proeia-fiv- tion oí t lie court etiecteu With- Voting Ladies' Blessedness vSoci- - the genus Puritan.
Countess
out delay. The officers of the
and ten used at the la-- t Imation as follow s :
ad found in the col- Ketchum had; but not much,
This
ety.
election of November 7th, 1911, Whereas, Section 1625 of the court are as follows : E. L. Med-sai- uinns of the Dog Canon Weekly Miss O'Kuggles was an excellent
authority being an order is-- complied laws of New Mexico ler, presiding judge: H. B. Coyote aroused the interest of imitation of an Irish woman.
sued by 'he Hon. Edward L. provides that the second Friday Hamilton, district attorney; C. Thk News' detective, Herloeko The letter from her
sweetheart
Medler, Judge of the Third Ju in March of each year shall be IE. Thomas, clerk; Jas. Hunter, iSholme. Opon investigation by was a scream. Mrs. Pud dy foot
dicta District Court of Oteiolset apart and known as Arbor sheriff; Nigel Flint, reporter; him, it was discovered that it had married a cattleman and
County. The Board proceeded to Day, and that that shall be a C. S. Pedregón, interpreter ; Joe did not really matter whether it was good in the role of a cowgirl,
the examination nf the ballots holiday in all the public schools Jackson, William Kerr, bailiffs; was a reai man or not as long as Mrs. Stuck up Bennett had mar-it
in said ballot boxes, and, in so nl New Mexico; provided, that John Sanford, crier,
could sport a pair of trousers tied a man who was to her the
Tbe grand jury was empanel-i- n
may
far as the votes contained there- 'the actual planting of
best man in the world excepting
and grow brush on its mug.
referred to said parties at in be done on the flay designated ed Monday afternoon, with J.
a
his
scenting
deeper
faults which were multitud-myster- y
Herloeko
be rest, the board finds a- - follows, or at such other more convenient W. Bennett, foreman ; Miss Matlooked up the rogues' inous. Miss Spriggins was good
to-times as may best conform to tie Cay lor. reporter; N. Salsedo, gallery and discovered that the and seconded everything on the
it :
Kreamer, old maids had left three years calendar. Mrs. Laundestadt was
Number of votes for Juan T. the local climatic conditions, interpreter; Henry
bailiff.
be
panel
The
such
designated
of
other
the petit ago on a
to
times
Ba idonado :
trip to the tine as a German women. Her
by the county school luperin- - jury also was completed Monday
I ."." votes
Klondyke. After much gum- - wooden shoes cau-ea roar of
Precinct No. I
tendents of the respective coiin- - afternoon, without having to shoeing he overheard a conversa- - laughter as did her
144 votes
"Chennan"
Preeinct No. "i
idraw another venire.
.; votes ties.
tion yelled at Cleopatra Belle American dialect. Betsy BobPrecinct No.
Now, therefore, I, William C.
At the beginning of the term Brown Hopkinson through her bin, a
frisky old
90 votes
Precinct No. 10
McDonald, governor of the state tbe docket contained only seven
maid,
He
a
discov
made
telephone
receiver.
decided
hit. Mrs.
Sanof
VOteS
for
J. J.
Number
Nearly all of
of New Mexico, in pursuance of eriininal ease.
ered that they were to hold a Hopkinson made a hit with her
ders :
the law ami by virtue of the these probably will be disposed convention at eight o'clock on hobble skirt and
her telephone
IN-Precinct No,
VOteS i mirle
of . Kirtv.ÍY
... -ritv
. . list- in in,- '
chsuu uro
" do
" lire.
J
Mis- - I loo.
and
niirhts
Fridav
ear
Thnrsdav
receiver
trumnet.
at
I i ecmct HO. o
If-- voles ,y designate and proclaim Fri- - ed. Some of these an of long .1...
:.
II
li
JJJ
.l.'l
if
ti
was l.il uiu. anil oiu 11 wen.
.Mrs.
; rotes
i recmci
o. o
the 8th lav of March, A. D standing and ike v wi be drop - wie .uajenui and found Misses miie
Afraid-of-hi- s
face
thereon
time
had
her
Indian
votes mj, as Arbor Day. The said ped, if not tried, at this term.
iu
rrecinci
Maud Rush Davis niel
ncite in tow. And lie una n
to all of which both parties at S h day of March shall be
The court is making a vigorous
Reilly at the piano playing a Indian. His wife had civilized
0
,
agree,
served as a holiday by ail the ano determined eiiori to clear welcoming duet to
the spinsters him. He doesn't believe in
,,"'Mls
" the docket insofar as is possible. who were Hocking in garbed in scalping any more as he knows
On this day came on for hear-- 0001 10
I'p t noon of toduy the court all the colors of the rainbow,
ing a petition of the qualified I
and the sensation since he has been
Khooi
been engaged in taking
of
has
rintendei.ts
elector of the territorv .nroic
"P .
then some.
,
married. Miss Touch-me-n.
.
.
.
.
therein to be incorporate! i mm line respective counties are here- - testimony in tbe casi of the
a selection or two by the ed the part of a snippy old maid
The Town of Alamogordo, am by directed to give the proper State of New Mexico on tin Re orchestra, the president called excellently.
Miss Good Hopa
it appearing to he Board that notice of the particular day in lation of U. S. Con nell, et al, the spinsters to order. She then Despair brought her accordion
said petition is ni due form of Uch county when the people versus Tularosa Oommunity made a speech, concluding whieh and persisted in the attempt to
law, Stglisd by more than two and school children shall actual- Ditch, et al. The case tvsc rum. she called for appropriate senti- - play it, but w as squelched. She
s
menced Tuesday, and night
hundred person-- , who represent ly plant trees.
as good as a would-b- e
from each member of tbe
jolly old
importance
Tuesday
of
The
plant
held
tree
were
and
themael ves to be permaneui rea
club. The sentiments consisted maid. Miss Slocuni was good,
ideate of the proposed incorpor- - ing must be apparent to ail good Wednesday nights. W. J.
of man, max. MAN. She then Count Ketchum was.
Young
The day can and should nell of Omaha and Edwin Mech
ation, and that they hae resid
called tor t heir experience-- . The Man
ought to
ed therein more iliau six month be made one of pleasure as a em of Aiamognrdo, represent the president herself had quit her I have been.
Well M profitable for relator, while Tims. B. Catron
next before the signing uf said I I. . ..Íday,
man because he would do nothProf. Dinkelspiel arrived on
'
. Bh . ..
...... ... :unís.
..
.
i
O
i
i
auni ing except whittle and w hist le. the scene with his
ai
in ouina- re uno onerr
ims an 'hiiiii
petition.
assistant and
Hu e Sherry of Alamogordo. are coun- Done at the executive
It is therefore
dered by tin
then for a variation he would hypnotised three old maids durSnd
üt Mreh, A. D. sel for the defendant. Mitchell
Boerd that the Sheriff of Otero tmi
whistle and whittle. Secretary ing which time they did things
Major is resrter in the case.
County tuke an accurate census
Hodge didn't have any experi- they Couldn't do.
L'p to noon today the grand
Witness my hand ami the great
of all the permanent residents
The election of officers was
ences.
Treasurer Wireworker
who have resided within the seal of the state of New Mexico, jury had reported a total of five had pulled the right wire by then called and the president
true hills and four no bills. The buying with treasury money
limits of such p;oposed incorpor- (Signed) Wm. C. McDovu.n,
a adopted Taft's steam roller tac
By the Governor :
is still in session.
jury
than fix mouths
ation, not
gold collar for her dog. The tics ami nominated and elected
Anionic Li no,
prior to this date, and return the
scheme worked and the dog herself, in spite of the fact that
Secretary of New Mexico.
Shakesenrv Cluh
ame to this Hoard on lists, as
caught a man for her. Tiny Van she was the only "aye".
.
ma
I'
required by Section 2889 of the'
In fact the whole show wag
nan ner nine children in
the Alamogordo Shakespeare asset1111
ink-Ma- t
C
Literary
inK
Compiled liw f New Mexico,
put
and
toA,
them
through
Ciub met witti Mrs Charle- D.
their excellent and every one did
of 1NP7.
The last meeting of the Fridav Oeorite. at the home of Mrs. paces. In fad she had married their part well. Tbe audience
The following accounts werejuterary Circle was held March Waldschmidt Friday afternoon, the whole "Dam" family. Mrs. was in laughter from start to
approved and ordered .aid :
Malaprop had married an ignor finish. On Friday night they
frgt hf ,u. lome (lf n f March 1.
Alamogordo Water Works Co..
A urofitable
Woodside
afternoon was ant minei who had suddenly be - I repeated with a chanee in local
.
.
..
.,
water piie lines
,
m
-f 51 .f1
mmá
feVa ..,,l, ,.r I..K... mmm ri. b
I. u.u.n
íw... I. .!..
M. Uenney. snenn, torn- sll-were examined and disi'us- - ( aesar. Mrs. Hagsdile s dia- - cellent portrayal of an unletter- - to have been even better than
56.011
misaions on liquur licens
H. H. Kellogg, balance account
jsed. Other work for the coming logue writ ten in Shakespearean ed woman unexpectedly elevated the first night. The four piece
IMiOO year was carefully
abstracting
considered, language was a pleasing feature through the magic of gold. Mrs orchestra rendered several selec- C. H. Berkelbach, Court houtHightlyer had married a mansions during the play both
after which one act of Hamlet of the afternoon.
janitor, January, 1912
60.00
Mrs. Waldschmidt favored the through the simple means of fall- - nights.
was studied. To refresh the
J A. Green, driver street sprinminds of the club members on club with several beautiful mm.
kler, January, li'U
the subjects of Shakespeare's ical selections which were intel - '
A. D. Hamilton, Koad work.
llnrrv Clunn is Married
fíetvers' Dance Postponed
Alamogordo. January, 1912
S9.00 plays a guessing contest was enligeutly appreciated by all pre- Clunn- - Privte
The Beavers have decided to
MclUe Lumber Co., lumber to
lirr
loved, in which a romance was sent.
County
ary
2146
Judge
B.
to
Albert
Fall,
postpone
of
the dance which was
1 he club will meet with .Mrs.
outlined by titles. The meet- J. A. baird, Treasurer, Commistne
"ree
K,ve"' on? oI
' scheduled for next Saturday ev157.W ing was concluded by the serving Priuce March 1Ü. at threeo'cluck.
sions January, 1912
- ening.
prominent
for
eleccandidates
This course has been deof simule
G. C. Scipio, Court House
tion
as
United
States Senator cided upon for the reason that
Dec. 1911. and Jan. 1912
4.06
J. E. Stewart has
u the
the Civic League has announced
J. G. Wadsworth. Labor on road
Prtnbyterian Church Services the Summit house, after having fr",u New
December, 1911
6.00
pK,B,ature'
by
accompanied
a St. Patrick's dance for Saturcompletely overand seven-thirtser-- ! hd
J. H. BfcRae, refunding amount
day evening, March 16, and it
20.00
expended irrigating trees
wns feared that the two eventa,
Alamo. Furniture Co.. Jail
Keception of the Holy
,
coming
so near together, might
w
4.10
., ,.
.
sawpBee . . ...
and "iluided to God." Ourj ed.
and left last night for Santa Fe. conflict.
Will Pelphrey, Assessor's comMeasrs. John M. Bowman, Jas. where they will reside tempor87.71 choir will ting at both services.
missions January, 1912.
Welcome to all worshiping with A. Baird and J. I. Bailey leit arily. Mrs. Clunn w s
comJ. J. Hill,
W. L Uutherford returned
s
Miss
7.03 as.
missions
Wednesday for Santa Fe, where Frances Woodward, a popular Saturday night after a visit of
J. A. AaMHTRosn. they will represent Otero county society girl of Kaufman, Texas. several weeks in Kansas Oity
(continued on page five!
Minister. in the state convention.
Albuquerque Morning Journal. and other Missouri points.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUINO.

WHY WAITf

Fancy Dress

C

5

mT

IS the fault Of all of us till
have duly practiced our
nlri.is, to be unreal In our sentiments and
crude In our Judgments and to be carried
off by fancies Instead of belnK at the
troubie of acquiring sound kmnvledge.

Cardinal Newman.

ENTER-

BIRTHDAY
WASHINGTON
TAINMENTS.

H

an expensive package. The cuitomer
pays the cost of glass bottle and
heavy freight charge by getUng halt
cent's worth of bluing.
Buy BED CROSS BALL BLUINO.
Best blue, nothing but blue. Makes ft
basket of clothes look like a snow
drift ASK TOUR GROCER.

Si

a

T

7

Talk No. 8.
Avoid liquid bluing because lt't at
beat only a weak solution of blue In

xa

Write It on your heart that every
day Is the last day In the year. No
man has learned anything rightly, until he knows that every day is doomsday. Emerson.

f little tmnn
thin at as If they
knew what thinss were little ana wni
things were great!
-- Phillips Brook.
1

L

W

fu

,w..i

.ik

i

lit

Show me a man who makes no mistake
and I will Bhow you a man who doen t
-- Theodore Roosevelt.
do things.

PAPER

Grace I Just refused to marry Jack.
He said he would not be in a position
to marry for a year.
Maud Well, what of thatT
Grace Why, I know a man who to
in a position to marry any tima.

BAG COOKERY.

First get your bag; suit the site of
the bag to the dish to be cooked.
Never try to crowd á large roast Into
a small bag. for It will" surely burst.
If the bag has a seam In the center,
as some makes have. It should be used
iHth Ida ao'ltn sirle Oil. then if It
bursts the contents can be saved.
Broiled Steak. Place the steak In
bag. Olive oil or suet
a
for greasing is good. Place on the
oven rack In a hot oven, and bake
for fifteen or twenty minutes. The
steak will' be done to a turn, with all
the delicious gravy retained.
For a breakfast that appeals to the
taste for novelty, this Is worth trying:
Put a cup of thick, strained tomato,
well seasoned. Into a buttered bag. put
Into a hot oven, and after ten minutes
draw out and cut a square from the
center of the bag; into this drop four
eggs, broken carefully. Cook for three
to four minutes and serve from the
bag with only the top cut away.
pretty
A Delicious
Breakfast Dish, Take
If one cares to carry out the war- cold mashed potatoes left from dinner,
like spirit of the times of Washing- make into flat cakes and on each place
ton, chops prepared French style and a cake of sausage; place in a greased
stood on the side as cannon, surround- bag. put into a hot oven and cook fif
ed with cannon balls In orderly piles teen to twenty minutes.
Liver and Bacon. Liver and bacon
made of sausage, is good.
Small flags stacked to stand upright is always a highly appreciated dish.
and striped stick candles made in the Slice a pound of tender calf's liver.
pretty red. Is very pretty for table dec- dip each piece Into seasoned flour, and
oration. With candles, flags and a place each piece of liver on a rasher
center piece of red. white and blue of bacon. Grease the bag. put in theliver and bacon and cook for twentyflowers, the table will be appropriatefive minutes. Open the bag and slip
ly dressed.
out the meat gently on a very hot
In
small
may
the
üon bons
be served
shape, dish.
pasteboard caps, in colonial
Jam buns are a saving of trouble
and the ices likewise may be served
Split several
and
an easy dessert.
form.
such
some
In
buns, dip In hot milk, spread with butCreamed Chicken With Mushroom.
a little preserves or jam
Pick into pieces the meat from two ter and add
place In a buttered bag until
to
each;
five
minutes
toiled chickens; boll for
hot
a bottle of mushrooms In their own thoroughly
Serve with fruit Juice, cream and
liquor, add a cup of cream; season and
sugar or without any sauce.
thicken with two tablespoonfuls of
For a dinner. In which all the vegemushflour, stir In the chicken and
and meat are cooked together
tables
rooms and serve In patty shells.
In one bag. nothing could be simpler.
The hollow of an angel food may
be filled with preserved cherries, the
cake frosted and when served a few of
the cherries may be given with each
helping.

The colors to be used for thts days
celebration are the national ones, of
course.
For nlace cards one might use small
hatchets cut from card board, and for
decoration a small head of Washing
ton under two crossed flags for the
ladles, and Martha Washington's head
with same setting for the men.
One can buy the penny pictures of
any celebrity and do the decoration
one's self. It is always so much mor
appreciated and gives a touch of orig
lnality to any entertainment to have
these little favors made at home.
for the
A very pretty decoration
candle shades, simple, too. Is to cut
the shades out of cardboard, small
holes the size of cherries, and a leaf
or two in g.iod arrangement, then
Taste hack of the perforations red pa
per behind the cherries, and green
behind the leaves. When the candles
are lighted the design is strikingly

Rare Offer of Fine Watches. Beautiful Flowers Given Away 300
Varieties All Free.
ery Planter, every 0 nb Agent and every Boy
Jeweled Watch
and Ir. desiring a
quickly get one
prettv as an Artist's dream, can
n
by sending me a 13 rder for my
persons ha
,000
Post
Card
oeeds and
done so and are dellg.eau. Don't misa this
chan e ISfTSeed Catalog. Premium List and

wirfe

.

-

ght-eJg- e

.;.i

r,uin.

JhIVcH'

Life Is mostly
Two thing
Kindness In
Courage In
A

WHAT TO EAT IN WINTER.

v

s

BBBsk7sBÍl

Important to Mothers

UAfSSSt

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
An old bachelor will stay out till 2
a. m. if he wants to, but he misses th
fun of trying to sneak upstairs with
his shoes off.

PILES

family

Cereals are a valuable food, as they
re both tissue builders and heat producers. Lean Bjeaj and a goodly portion of fat. milk, eggs and cereal
with aa many kind of vegetable as
are procurable, will make a well ar-

A

Photo. Copyright, by Underwood & Vnderwood, N. T.
This elegant creation was designed for a fashionable fancy

DURBAR CAP

mm

mil he

LUNCHEON.

ranged diet
heating and ihould
Puckwheat
only be eaten during the cold weather, a It Is especially a cold weather
filling may be used
food Pork is heavy, hearty and hard
For the center piece, a bunch of
of digestion, so should be largely eat
red carnations with streamers of
dark
exer
when
weather,
during
cold
en
or nicely cut crepe paper
ribbon
red
r o ind work will help to eliminate
ending in the favors of small heart
the waste.
shaped boxes filled with bon bons or
The age. sex, physical condition
nuts
salted
deIn
a great factor
and occupation
For the young people there Is no
termining the diet at any season.
enjoyable
Member of the family who do not game thst seems quite so
peanuts, the one
jet much bodily exercise, but whoa as bunting hidden
receiving
brain I taxed should have food easy finding the largest number one findand the
prise,
appropriate
M
and
nourishing
a
well
digestion
as
of
especially Ing the lesst a consolation prise
should have food that
For room decorations the lights may
good for the blood
shaded with red paper or lighted
be
tup-plenergy,
bodily
up
the
To keep
candles.
with
heat and build up waste tissues
A very effective
decoration for
we need starchy food, sugar, butter,
walls and windows Is made of hearts
cream, aa well as meat and fata.
pasted on ribMacaroni and cheese I a combina- cut from red cardboard
tion, with the white aauce used, which bon. Hang In straight lines on the
curtains and between the rooms
give one a dish of solid food To lace
In archways and doors.
piece
Inch
drop
the
macaroni,
cook
Candy hearts with mottoes might
Into rapidly boiling water and boll
gently until perfectly tender. The be used for the game of hidden hearts.
teat for tenderness I to take out a Ins'r d of peanuts, and more appropiece, presa with the side of a fork; priate they would be.
Cup Cake. fee any recipe for a
If tender. H will be easily cut Put
layer of the cooked macaroni Into a rich white cake; bake In
uttered baking dish, pour over a li- gem pans and frost with boiled frostDecorate with the tiny candy
ttle white sauce made or rich milk and ing.
thickened with butter and Sour hearts and red candles.
cooked together Season and sprinkle
generous layer of cheese, and
with
ff one feel able at this season of
the year, a hard boiled egg or two
Hoped They Were Broke.
cut In eighth, then follow with an
I saw the Instati
Mrs tfatbush
other layer of macaroni and cheat
and white aauce. sprinkle a teaspoon ment colector going in next door toful of onion Juice over, cover with day
Mr. Flatbushr.ee' I nope It's the
white aauce and flnlab with buttered
phonograph. Yonkera But
Bake aaUl well heated
rumba.
heart-shape-

This Durbar rsp Is copied from the
It
ones worn by the Indian princes.
is of dull red velvet interlaced with
Jeweled gold ribbon and hss a gold
motif la front, holding a white otv
prey.

y

heart-shape-

Stomach Bitters
great benefit.
It makes the appetite keen, assists digestion and improves
your general health. A trial to-dwill convince you.

will result to your

ay

"MILLER It CO.
KER FOOT
(Incorporated)
Manufacturer of

BRONCHO BRAND

OVERALLS AND WORK CLOTMIB
Wholesale Dry Good
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITV
Bend as roar mall orders.

I pr t.,i,n
SJ

I

- iEI
w.. Wn.
wwil? tnm lie

W. Hi!

r.r

iscunus,
Sssto Is Fin.

TAKING

CARE

Suits.
without doubt the

Dark Tailored

The tailor suit Is
alnecessity of the moment,
and
though these are now to be seen In
dark shades, a redeeming touch of
color generally relieves the somber effect which they give, while It Ilea
with the milliner to add the crowning of brightness and chic to the
toilette.
The pin striped velveteens are frequently to be seen In tailor costumes,
but velveteen may be considered rather an expensive material for coats
and skirts, as It rubs so easily that
sppear-snc- e
It soon assumes a
and, surely, nothing looks half
so shabby as a worn and tumbled velveteen. For the woman who has
many costumes, of course, a frock of
this kind Is a delightful addition to
her wardrobe, although the fact that
cheap, ready-madcoats and skirts
are to be obtained la this material
will rather prevent It becoming adopted by those la qusm of novelty.
woe-bego-

e

for most people
for work.

than
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THESE SIX LETTERS

OF

JEWELRY

Should Always Be Cleaned at Regular
Intervals Best Methods of

Proceeding.
Próvida yourself with an old tooth
brush and a soft bruna such as Jewel
era use. a bottle of grain alcohol and
a box of Jewelers' sA"dusL You will
also need a soft cloth, a piece of
plain chamois thoroughly Impregnated with rouge powder. A few additional small bits of chamois are also
necessary for polishing. Then provide two dishes of lukewarm suds,
made with fine white soap, and your
ou'flt is complete.
First work on your plain, bright
gold Jewelry, or otbi:r material, which
requires a high polish. Rub gently
but thoroughly with the rouge chamois until you brlrig It up to a brilliant
polish. Next sel ct the gold articles,
which look most difficult to you. put
them in the sudt and scour thoroughPractically
ly with the toothbrush.
all the dirt should come off in this
rinse in a second
suds to clesn still better. Then dip
In alcohol and give a further brushing. Then dry carefully on a soft
cloth and drop Into the sawdust and
rub about until they show a bright
luster. With the Jeweler's brush remove every particle of sawdust and
give the articles the degree of polish thev oucht to have ualnsr the soft
brush and the plain chamois for this
purpose.
The rouge chamois Is the)
highest polisher, but It can be used
only before sn article
has been
washed, because It leaves rouge powder on the Jewelry.
All precious stones,
except the
pearl, will be beautiful after such a
cleaning, nor will It dim the brilliancy of semi precious stones, or
even of common glsss Imitations. It
will enhance their brilliance.
Sliver Jewelry that looks black will
come out of thts process with a fine
white Inster and gold will be returned

to Its origins! richness. Sterling silver Jewelry can also be cleaned with
remarkable ease by boiling In sal soda
water.
Home Made

Marriage separates a bachelor from
lot of Illusions.
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process.
When completed,

heart-shape-
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Work is better
most people are

this winter.

-

1

inactive liver or constipated
bowels you will find a lair trial of

uf Ilchin, B .aa.
cure wit
BledinsoxPrutniain Pile. In u Maajs. wo.

There are each year so many new
favors, place cards and Ideas for
house and table decoration for valentine parties that one may have something unusual without much expense.
The "little god of love' favors red
as his color, and one may use red In
flowers for table decorations. Small
cake baked In the form of a heart, or
cookies cut with a heart cutter, frosted and decorated with the small red
candles so much enjoyed by the chllpatty shells may
dren,
be used, with creamed sweetbreads
for filling lees and ice creams can be
bought molded in heart forms
Of course, the inevitable sandwich
and any desired
ll to be

During the cold winter month our
bodies are able to assimilate heavier
food. Many foods combine both to
nourish the tissues and warm the
body, and It Is these foods which are
now of especial Interest to the housewife who U planning meals for her

IX 6 TO 14 DATS
rrRCD
wnl rvlund awoej If PAZO

Tt"irdruit
fsU to

froth and bubble.
stand like stone;
nother's trouble.
your own
A. I. Gordon.

VALENTINE

Cutlery.
"That politician used to have a
knife up his sleeve for you."
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum.
"Put I have observed him at luncheon
and his knife Is not going to do me
any harm. He's too busy eating with
it."
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it

rolsm does not mean the absence of fear.
-- an ujno.
bul the conquest 01 it.
UE truly hppy Is a ques
tion of how we begin and how
re end. of what we want and not of
-- SUvenson.
that we havs.

No matter how long yon have
suffered from a weak stomach,

Oar-de-

Miied Flower
full Outfit with my Mammoth Varieties,
a
Collection of SUO
postage and
sent for twoe 3c stamps to pay show
this to
today. P'.eaae
your friend also. Address A. T. Cook,
man, Hyde Park, New York.

not Incompat-k- u
,

DOES GOOD

ful

d

Kt'E courage

IT ALWAYS

Brooches.

The peculiarity of the side frill or
lapel thst needs a pen to hold It la
place has brought about the use of
msny ornamental brooches.
One of
the newest of these is made of gold
braid with colored beads for the center. And any girl can make such a
brooch. Disks of gold braid sewed together sad centered with Jewels or
beads of desirable colorings make up
easily. All sorts of shapes are given
them and often pendants are added to
Urnlsbed gold buttons, of passementerie ornaments or of beads or Jewels. The brooches? have strong safety
pins sewed on at the back.

From New England Women
Prove that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Does Restore the Health of Ailing Women.

Boston, Maaa. "I waa passing through the Change of Life and suffered
from hemorrhages (sometimes lasting for weeks), and could get nothing to
check them. I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
(Ublet form) on Tueaday, and the following Saturday morning the hemorrhages stopped. I have taken them regularly ever since and am steadily
gaining.
" I certainly think that every one who Is troubled aa I waa should give
your Compound TableU a faithful trial, and they will flnd relief." Mrs.
bAoaaa Jlbt, 803 Fifth Street, South Boston, Mass.

Letter from Mrs. Julia

King, Phoenix, R.I.

Phcenix, R.I. "I worked steady in the mill from the time I waa IS years
old until I had been married a year, and I think that caused my bad feelings. I had soreness in my aide near my left hip that went around to my
back, and sometimes I would have to lie In bed for two or three days. 1
waa not able to do my housework.
" Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has helped me wonderfully in
every way. You may use my letter for the good of others. I am only too
glad to do anvthing within my power to recommend your medicine." Mrs.
Scua Kiso, Box 233, PUosnix. L
B--

Letter from Mrs. Etta Donovan.WUUmantlc, Conn.
Willimantie, Conn." For five years I suffered untold agony from female
troubles causing backache, irregularities, dizziness, and nervous prostration. It was impossible for me to walk up stairs without stopping oa the
way. I was all run down in every way.
" I tried three doctors and eac a tola me something different. I received
Do benefit from any of them but seemed to suffer more. The last doctor
said it waa no use for me to take anything aa nothing would restore me to
health again. So I began taking Lydia H. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
to see what it would do, and by taking seven bottles of the Compound and
other treatment you advised, I am restored to my natural health.'' Mrs,
Etta Dosovaji, 703 Main Street, VY'llimantic, Conn.

Letter from Mrs. Winf ield Dana, Augusta, Me.
Augusta, Me. "Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has cured the
backache, headache, and the bad pain I had In my right aide, and I asa
perfectly welL" Mrs. Wesfixld Das a. B.F.D. No. I, Augusta, Ma,

Letter from Mrs. J. A. Thompson, Newport, Vt

Newport, Vt " I thank yon for the great benefit Lydia E Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done me. I took eight bottles and it did wonders
for me, aa I waa a nervous wreck when I began taking iL I shall always
Mrs. Jos A. Táñanos, Moa t,
speak a good word for it to my friends.
Newport Center, Vermont

Letter from Miss Grace Dodds, Bethlehem, N.H.
Bethlehem. N.H.'' By working very hard, aweeplng carpets, washing,
Ironing, lifting heavy baskets of clothes, etc., I got all run down. I waa
aick in bed every month.
" This last Spring my mother got Lydia
Pink Haas's Vegetable Compound for me, and already 1 feel like another girl. I am regular and do
not have the pains that I did, and do not have to go to bed. I wdU tell all
my friends what the impound la doing for me." Misa ü nacía B. Doctas,
Boa 113, Bethlehem. N.H.
For SO years Lydia E Pinkham's Vegvtabla

Compound baa baesi the standard remedy for female ills. Mo one sick with woman's alimenta
does Joattee to herself who will not try this famous medicine, made from root and herb. It
has restored so many suf íerinr aromen to head th.
Write toLTDIA K. I'M k HAM BEDH IXECA.
iCOSriBE.TTlAXi
llNt, f.,r advice.
four letter will be opened, read and answered
by a somas and held in strict confident.-- .

LS,

Special Offer to Printers

This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah. Ga. by
the SOUTHERN OIL A INK CO.. Savtnnth, Ga. Price 6 cents
per pound P. OJB. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
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BURN BUILDING TO KILL GERM

OB
Poor Paul Jones. It
WASHINGTON.
as though our first
admiral of the navy, who was a giddy
e
pirate. Is never to be
sort of
permitted to rest either In body or
In memory. Gen. Horace Porter, formerly American minister to France,
discovered the burial spot of John
Paul Jonea In the heart of Parla under
a pile of masonry, which had been
erected Into homes since the American admiral had been burled there.
At his own expense be bad the building rased, secured the body of Paul
Jones and brought it to thla country.
The identification of the body by
General Porter was made upon comparative measurements of the body
which General Porter had discovered
In Paris. When the leaden casket was
opened it was found tbat the body was
In fine state of preservation, and the
measurements agreed exactly with
those which General Porter bad discovered. The features were plainly
the same as those of the Houdon bust
of Paul Jones. The body had been
old-tim-

Scandalized

HEARD has been on a
the White House. In a
new homespun dress, with a new red
bandana handkerchief wound tightly
around her head and another crossed
fichu fashion over her ample bosom,
Martha has been showing Mrs. Taft
tend Helen Taft how a good old southern mammy can give a French maid
cards and spades and then beat her at
Ler own game.
Martha went to the White House as
the maid of a young southern woman
who visited Miss Helen Taft
When preparations for a great dinner began at the White House Martha
was in her element. Herself one of
those famous cooks whose art has
made the hospitality of the south traditional, Martha asked to be allowed
to have a band in the preparation of
the menu selected by Mrs. Taft. That
gracious lady readily gave her consent, and for the first time since the
days of Andrew Jackson the savory
odors of
southern cooking rose from the White House kitchen stove.
One feature of Washington life at
which Martha feels scandalized la
the high social rank of the diplomatic corps.
"Dar In Washington city." she declares, with a rote of scorn in her
voice, "de white folks mixes in wld
ail sorts o' furriners Chinamens, Japanese, Turks, an', wusser'n dat yas.
Lawd. wusser'n dat dey actually goes
wld a cullah'd couple." (She refers to
the Haytian minister and bis wife.)
"When 1 knowed 'bout dat cullah'd
couple comin" ter a state reception at

found by General Porter In what was
tupid, tired, head-ach- y
the only Protestant cemetery In the
"not sick, but don't
city of Paris at the time of the admiral's death, and was secured only
feel good."
after two months tunneling under
buildings yet left standing. Congress
Just a few signs that
declined to make an appropriation, but
you need that most efthe president did send a warship, and
fective tonic, liver-stirrin- g
the body was brought back to the
Spring Remedy
United States in state and carried to
Annapolis. There were great doings
there at the time of the arrival of the
body, and it was then put in a great
leaden casket, and Is now packed
a bottle proves.
away under the stairs in a dark corner
Specific
for Malaria, Chilla and
The
of one of the buildings.
A great
Fever, and a reliable remedy foe
crypt is being prepared for the
all diseases due to a torpid
body, and it is expected tbat there
liver am) tluggnh bowels
will be ceremonies of magnificent
and kidney.
character when the body Is laid
50c. At Your Druggist
In this crypt
Meanwhile American critics are attacking the authena
ditto 00.,
Waco, Texas.
ticity of the Jobn Paul Jones find.
Charles Henry Hart of Philadelphia,
who is said to be an authority, deBronchialTrochca
clares that the body Is not the body
Trouble
Relieve
and Cmirba, No opiate.
Throat
of America's first naval hero. GenSanaa, free. Job 1. Ubowh So. Boato n. Haas.
eral Porter says that Hart's attack on
the authenticity of the body is too
FOR ALL
silly for serious consideration.
SORE EYES
But whatever may be said or done,
those In a position to judge, as well as
AS TO HEROISM.
the great majority of the American
people, believe the body found In Paris
Is tbat of Paul Jones.
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de White House, bit look lak I couldn't
hoi' In no longer. So I sez to Miss
Taft: 'Lawd Omlghty, Miss Taft,
whut you reckln dls country gwln' ter
come ter, wld a nigger couple up
here mixln roun' wld de white quality?" How come it I see all dem fine
white folka prancing round wld dem
common black niggers. Dey belong In
de kitchen, not de pahla.
"Well, sab. hit look lak Miss Taft
an' Miss Helen laf fit ter kill devuelves
'bout dls, but I had done got de
burden offn my mind by speakln'
out An' atter dat. Miss Helen she
look lak she couldn't git over my beln'
dar at de White House. Hit was alien. 'Well Marthy, what d'ye think o"
dlar Or, WeIl. Marthy, what d'ye
think o' dat?"
"And Miss Taft she ask ev'ry day:
'Well, well, Marthy, how do hit all
strike you ? Tou never did think you'd
be a guest at the White House, did
your' And dem ladies had fust one
cullah'd butler and den another, to
take me all over dat town and show
me de sights.
"An' de president? He couldn't 'a'
been no kinder ter me ef hia own pa
bad done ben my ole marster in slavery times."

New Animals Discovered by Curator
other a specie known as

DO BEUEVE
THIS ANIMAL
I

Vs-

1

v
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.sv anones

FAG,
SPRING Drowsy,

at Rank of "Furriners"

M artha
visit to

uaAy

Only Way to Get Rid of Them, and la reported from France. The r"tch
or moat of Monaco, completely dried
Occasion Waa Made a Good
up last summer, although usually a
Object Lesson.
canal three miles long and fifty feet
wide, with five feet of water. All carp,
A ramshackle building In Winston-Saledisappeared,
was recently burned at the re- tench, perch and pike
A recent sudden
mud.
dry
leaving
quest of the local
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Paul Jones Not Permitted to Rest

TO THE

CEWS PUTORIUS

Hollister, assistant curator of the
N. division
of mammals, United
States National museum, announces
the discovery of four new animals
from the Canadian Rockies, In a paper
Just published by the Smithsonian Institution.
During last summer a small party
of naturalists from the Smithsonian
Institution accompanied the expedition
of the Alpine club of Canada to the
Mt Robson region, where they made
the first natural history collection ever
taken In that vicinity. Toe paper mentioned above u the first publication
by the Institution on thla expedition, although J. H. Riley, a member of the party, has written a description of two new apéeles of birds discovered on the trip, which haa recently
been published la the proceedings of
the Biological Society of Washington;
both of the birds are of the sparrow
family, one a song sparrow, and the
d

EXCLUSIVE

170,-00-
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A man is never a hero

to

No, but considering the
chances I have learned to take without flinching, I ought to be one to my
Woodson

chauffeur.
BABY'S

HAIR ALL CAME OUT

league, because it was said to be alive
with tuberculosis germs and could not
be properly fumigated.
For days before the building was
burned huge placards announcing the
hour of destruction and giving reasons for the burning were hung about
In prominent places.
Among other
things the placards said: "Within the
past 15 months two men who sold
fruit, etc., here have died of tuberculosis, but unconsciously left millions
to tuberculosis germs by careless
spitting. The building Is so open that
It cannot be effectively fumigated.
The only practical means of disinfecting Is by fire."
At the appointed hour, while millions of tuberculosis germs were
burned, 5,000 pamphlets telling
how to prevent consumption were distributed to the crowd looking on.
"Evil Eye" Based on Fact.
Most people have heard of the "Evil
Eye." and now we are Informed by
Charles L. Smith, a noted New York

refractlonlst, that the superstition
arose because everyone, without knowing It, has one eye that Is different In
power and activity from the other. He
designates It the "dominant eye," and
according to whether It is the left
or the right children will grow up
or
It Is sheer
cruelty, and may entail
misery, to force a child to become am
bidextrous. Such a course may result
iu wrecking the nervous system, and
can only be cured by a reversal of the
process so that the "dominant eye"
may regain natural and undisputed
sway. Men who are ambidextrous had
better keep a strict guard over their
actions lest they should be credited
with the "evil eye."
right-hande-

life-lon-

If a Woman Had Done It.
Trust the suffragettes to make capital out of the merest Indiscretion of
mere man! The following Is an example, taken from one of their publications, the Newsletter, for January:
"A lovely little press Item floating
up from Chatham
Courthouse, Va.,
made the editor laugh and laugh. It
said that a Juror sneaked out of the
Jury room while the rest of the Jurors
were asleep, and went and milked bis
cow
He laid out to get back before
the others waked up, but somebody
saw him and told on him, and the
trial bad to begin all over. If a wom
an Juror should do that out In Wash
ington or Idaho, wouldn't It be a
proof of the Incapacity of the sex for
the duties of citizenship?"

"oo-soo-

o

old Five Civilised Tribes (Caerokees,
Creeks, Choc taws, Chickasaw a and
Seminóles), each of which. In the old
Indian territory, which waa part of
the pees ant state of Oklahoma, had a

s
civil government of Ho owa far
of a century, with schools.
churches, minea, factories, snare an tike
asaais, aaaaa aad other
rtai
the alcaeet ervUiaatioa.
two-third-

rainfall however supplied a little water, and the fishes were actually seen
rising as lively as ever from the
mud In which they had buried

IS HUÍ

Superstitious Walter.
A man dining at a cafe observed
that though he had ordered one dozen
oysters, he was served with only
eleven. The next evening the same
thing occurred again. Then the din-- j
er became somewhat Irritated.
"Why," he demanded of the waiter,
"do you serve me only eleven oysters
when I order a dozen?"
The waiter bowed
anolosretlrallv
"t Hwln'r think- vaii'H vantln. tn h.
sitting thirteen at table, sir."
A

Twenty odd years ago, Saber's
White Bonanza Oats won the world',
prize of taou.oo offered b: the
American Agriculturist for the
heaviest yielding oats.
Our new Rejuvenated White Bonanza
Oati gave durlug ltis and 1111 aworn-iyield, ranging tram to to tú buabela
per acre. Doe, well everywhere, not
ao particular aa ta soils and enmea.

For JOe Stamp

teat

difficult

far a

We Mail

package of our Famous Oati, together
lot or ouer rare farm ,eea lam
Let. withps,a aa
alio our Mammoth catalogue,
you uk lor aaroe.
SOU A. SALÍS SSSD CO., aoo S. th lS.,L.Or,aa,.WW.
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Much Better Purpose-MisCharmynge Don't you think I
this paper desirin8 to DUT
was made for a business woman?
Reader 9 oi
advertised in its colanything
I
think
Jack Hustler No, I don't.
umns should insist upon having what they
you were meant for a business man.
ask for.ref using all substitutes or imitation
Stray Stories.
s

A Poor Weak Woman

is termed, will endure bravely and patiently
strong man would give way under.
agonies which
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
(be most experienced medical advice free of chart
end in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
lias been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and haa had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country.
His medicines ere world-famofor their astonishing efficacy.

As ahe

The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak end delicate women is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG.
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many end varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (1006 pages), a newly
revised and

receipt

Edition of which,
will be mailed free on
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
cloth-houn-

ate

of 31
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Broke Down
tt,
"It would be hard to tell," says Mrs. Tebe
of Lantz, V. Va., "how much I suffered from womanly troubles. I had pains all over, and got so weak, I could
scarcely walk across the room. Thanks to taking Cardui,
I began to Improve right off. Now I can do my housework, and am feeling very well."
Tal-bo-

CARDUI
The Woman's Tonic
I

ke Mrs. Talbott,

to tell of the beneficial results they obtained, by taking
woman's remedy. You must believe that
this
Cardui will help you, because it has helped so many others.
well-kno-

wn

Composed of purely vegetable, medicinal ingredients,
having a gentle, strengthening action on the system, Cardui
Is a reliable remedy for young and old, with absolutely no
Try it and you will find it of benefit, if
bad
you, for any reason, need a tonic.
At the nearest drug store. Drop in today.
after-effec- ts.

woman wants protection, but
free speech.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brichterand faster colors than inv other dve. One I've package colors ail fibers They dye in cold water better than any other dye You caa
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye, Bleach and Mi Colors. HONttOC DBUG COWFAWy, Uuiacy, lit.

Dubious Compliment.
Tom Purdle, an old man servant In
Sir Walter Scott's household, used to
talk of the famous "Waverley Nov-Sis- "
as "our books," and said that the
trading of theru was the greatest com-for- t
to him.
"Whenever I am off my sleep," he
confided to Mr. James Skene, the
of "Memories of Sir Walter
Scott," "I have only to take one of the

Rheumatic Pains
quickly relieved
Sloan's Liniment is good for pain of
It penetrates, without rubbing,
through the muscular tissue right to the
bone relieves the congestion and gives
permanent as well as temporary relief.

au-th-

nevéis, and before
pSgSS It Is

sure

I

have read two

Circumstantial Evidence.
"Iones was so proud of his boy and
what he was going to do. But the
youegcter will never make a noise In
the world."
"I don't know about that. He's Just
Joined a brass band."
And He Was the Man.
Mrs. Benham My new dress Is a
poem.
Benham
The man who has to pay
for It loses his love for literature.
TO DBJVB Ot T M MARIA
ami 111 ll.li i F TUB
Tai Uw Old eondanl (.HO Vat's TANTSLathS
I. TONIu I ii Save w Hat iu ar latina
pin
I
p amir prime
Ta
aa every buttle.
form, anís In
turna lor uvss
eflcinel
aaS blklraa. an caatv

'nla

aul

tn

Hla

Time la
good as a

any sort

to send me asleep."

Test ef

Religion.

The ordinary man cares only for
The Meanest Man.
what religion does, and not a Jot for
Knlrker Why has Smith set up a what religion Is.
windmill?
Bochar To drift the snow off his
BSsotttsw Imp for Child rea
walk onto bis neighbor's.
IS gasBSj red,- - laSaasaus- Ssatslaa. fl
paiau ear wind eoitc. Sac a bestia.
1
roe cannot afford 10c escara, sinks
A good conscience makes aa eaay
UCWI8' Senate Binder straafht 5c asada
couch
Jackson Wray
ef extra quality tobáceo.
No. Alonso. H
woman ta keep a

rJ
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Thousands of women have written,
"When my first baby was six months
old he broke out on his head with little
bumps. They would dry up and leave
a scale. Then it would break out
again and It spread all over his head.
All the hair came out and his head
was scaly all over. Then his face
broke out all over in red bumps and
It kept spreading until It was on bis
hands and arms. I bought several
boxes of ointment, gave him blood
medicine, and had two doctors to treat
him. but he got worse all the time.
He had it about six months when a
friend told me about Cutlcura. I sent
and got a bottle of Cutlcura Resolvent
a cake of Cutlcura Soap and a box of
Cutlcura Ointment In three days
after using them he began to improve. He began to take long naps
and to stop scratching bis head. After
taking two bottles of Resolvent, two
boxes of Ointment snd three cakes of
Soap he was sound and well, and never
had . ny breaking out of any kind. His
hair came out in little curls all over
his head. I don't think anything elite
would have cured him except Cutlcura.
"I have bought Cutlcura Ointment
and Cutlcura Soap several times since
to use for cuts and sores and have
never known them to fall to cure what
I put tbem on.
Cutlcara Soap is the
best that I have ever used for toilet
purposes." (Signed) Mrs. P. E. Harmon, R. P. D. 2. Atoka, Tenn., Sept
10. 1910. Although Cutlcura Soap and
Ointment are sold everywhere, a sample of each, with
book, will
be malted free on application to "Cutlcura," Dept L, Boston.

d

Indian Population Rapidly Increasing
of Alaska, the Indian
of the United States la
1110 was. In round figures, 106,000, as
compared with 141,000 la 1M0. sad
la 1N0. Contrary to the popular notion, the Indian Is increasing. His gain
la numbers, moreover, Is far leas surprising thaa la his growth la Industry sad Intelligence The) 1,470 Indiana
residing In New Tork. chiefly remnants of the Old Iroquois, follow the
same pursuits ss their white neighbors, dress the asme, and, save ta
complexion, differ from taw whites la
ao see satis! particular. Much more
thaa a third Of all the Indians la the
United states, or 117.000. reside ta
Oklahoma
Most of these oro Ma bars of tins

Bronson
his valet

fox sparrow.
The natural history work of the expedition waa nnder the charge of Mr.
Hollister. He paid especial attention,
however, to the mammals, four of
which be describes a chipmunk, a
manteled ground squirrel and two
bata. All the specimens came from
the neighborhood of Mt Robson,
which lies In the wild and unexplored
parts of British Columbia, at about
14,600 feet elevation.
The chipmunk Is a new species, and
all the specimens of It come from the
region along the boundary line between British Columbia and Alberta,
from Yellowhead Pass northward. The
ground squirrel Is a beautifully marked and highly colored form of the genus, and wss found living in the
alpine meadows and rocks of the
region above timber Una
Cremation Among the Franks.
The head and shoulders are a rich
An tnterehting archaeological
disand glossy Mars brown, and the sides covery was
are marked by conspicuous lateral i Belgium), made lately near Brecht
where the remains of what
stripes.
was evidently a Krsuklch cemetery
While the two new species of bats have been
found. The main Interest In
resemble some well known forms, externally they are quite distinct and the discovery lies in the fact that
readily distinguishable by the shape of clear traces are to be seen in the cemetery of cremated remains, as well
the skull. On of them curiously as of bodies
burled In the ordinary
enough, most resembles a species way.
whereas hitherto It haa always
known only from Mexico.
been believed that cremation was not
practiced amongst the Franks.
snow-covere-

Fishes Survived Drought.
A curious drought survival by fishes

a wound healer, but it's
wrinkle remover.

mo

Hfrc's Proof.

A. W. Lav of Lafayette, Ala., writes:
aiism for.five years. I tried
doctors and several ditier-- nt
remedies but
they did not help me. I obtained a bottle
of Sloan's Liniment which did me so much
good that I would not do without it

" I had rheun

lor anything."
Thomas L. Rica of Easton, Pa.,
writes: " I have used Sloan's Liniment and find it first class for rheumatic pains."
Mr.G.C. lout j of Baldwins, LL,
writes: "1 have found Sloan's Lin
iment par esrenence.
I have used it for broken sinews above the knee
cap caused by a fail, aad to my great satisfaction 1 was able to resume
my duties in less thaa three meas sita use accident"
--

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
is an rrrv-IVgtremedy for sprains, braises, tore throat, asthma.
No nibbing necessary you can apply with a brush.
Sloans Book on Horses, Cattle, Sheep aad Poultry sent free.

ur.

aLAKL,

Address

5. SLOAN. BOSTON. MA55.
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THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher
through
Entered at the Postoffice at Alamogordo, New Mexico, for transmission
the mail as second class matter

A sausage seller in l'euii6y
has a card íh his window

A

western politician running

for office was very much

GARDEN HOSE

which should sell his sausage.
It reads.
"The best you can do is to buy

"r "

in-en-

at certain remarks which had
been made about him by the
Subscription Price $1.50 a Year in Advance
leading paper of the town. lie
birst into the editorial room like
March 7, 1912.
a dynamite bomb, and exclaim
e
tolling lies about
County ed "You
Rapre.enting th. bast Int.r.sts of all tha paepla of Otaro
and you know
paper,
your
in
me
Respecting Mil; Fearing Nona

New Shipment GUARANTEED
RUBBER GARDEN HOSE. Any
length from one to 200 feet in
Any length desired will be cut

"

Swat the mail order house and
live to the rule that if your town
is good enough for you to live in
ami make money, it is also good
enough for you to spend your
money in. Que ta (iazette.

a--

G. C. SCIPIO

it!"

Some day someone will claim
"You have no cause for com- the distinction of being the only
plaint," said the editor cool y private in the Mexican army of
"What in the world would you the rebellion. El I'aso Herald.
do if we told the truth about
you. Wichita Eagle.

THE HARDWARE MAN

.

When a country town is casting about for an effective boosting scheme, we would suggest
that it secure a good printer, if

in Inland

Baptist Church.

Regular services

I'rinter.

,UU

I

s

to the progressiveness of the
town from which it emanates.
Editorial

Church; Notices

the baseball season close
the average small boy
not be expected to be
general information.
At the recent meeting of the
board of education this story-watold : The teacher of one of
the history classes asked a future Mathewsoti when Andrew
Jackson died.
"Oh I dunno, teacher," he re
plied, "1 didn't even know the
guy was sick'." New York Sun

With
ft hand
should
long rn

it hasn't one. The character of
printed matter sent out by business men is a pretty safe index

Phone 66

p.

i

III. OllH IUJ

11

a. m. and
i

at

lilt-

-

Ilia,

Baptist church.
Sunday School 9:46 a. m.
Prayer service every Wednesday 7 :U0 p. m.
The public is cordially invited
to attend all the services.
Strangers are specially invited.

TO

Christian Church

the East, the West. North and South,
possibilities for a conversation with)

spirit is working
The clean-uwonders in Artesia. It seems as Sunday School at
10. 00 a. m.
a friend or
though everybody is now busy Communion and preaching at
cleaning up their yards, tilling 11
:00 each Sunday. All are COT- are endless if you have a
jn the low places iii'd trimming
invited,
uiaily
up the trees. And roses are beG. W. PHILLIPS,
NEW BOARD OF REGENTS
ing planted everywhere. This
Pastor.
Three resignations by members of the board of regents of the year flowers will make sure
deserved title, "The Rose
The Mountain
Presbyterian Church.
Now Mexico Institute for the Blind have made it necessary for
Pecos
of
City
Southwest."
the
L.
Lawson
J.
Sunday school 10 a. in.
Governor McDonald almost to create anew board.
Tel. & Tel. Company
Valley News.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :(M)
of Alamogordo and Rosalio Lopes of Tularosa have succeeded W.
come
You
are invited to
A. Hawkins and Chas. Meyers. A successor to (ieo. B. Barber
"My feelings toward you, dear
has not yet been appointed.
and bring your friends.
again
held Tuesday was attended lady, has grown every day in
A meeting of the board which
.LA. ARMSTRONG,
wrote
larger circumference,"
by (i. J. Woltinger, J. J. Aragón, J. L. Lawson and tfosalio Lope.
Pastor.
and Brandt, the valet, to Mrs. Schiff
The report of the board, which was prepared bv the secretary
. .
...It would seem that what Brandt
M. E. Church, South.
treasurer, at the request of Governor McDonald, and which will
Proprietor of the
needed was not a thirty-yea- r
be transmitted to the legislature with the governor's recommendaBreaching every Sunday Morn- term in prison, but a four years'
tions, was read at the board meeting. The board visite. the InEnglish
in
Albuquerque
course
ing
and Evening at the usual
of
work
stitute and took the keenest interest in looking over the
Herald.
hours.
Good rigs, careta! drivers and
Is now ready for business.
the institution.
i);t."
school
m.
a.
Office
Sundav
up
has
town just bast ol News office
years
genteel
treatment.
The progress of the school during the past three
p r
A
is
Silence
Golden
P
and
Senior
Leacues.
Junior
by
the new members
been wonderful. The interest manifested
170
Residence
young lawyer once boasted to a Sunday Afternoon at ;i :m aud Phone
is indicative that the splendid work is to be curried along without
of
the bar that he had :4:0o.
member
a break.
received two hundred dollars for
prayer Service every Wednes-...,.- .
. ' .
1.;.... ;10 a
I'f'tiuitf;
o h V CVCHIHg
ceiiuill Ian
the other replied. "I received
Ill
LIVE PAPER ENDORSES FALL
You are invited to attend any!
double that sum for keeping
t
of
services.
hese
Among the senatorial possibilities there are none that appeal lent in that very case. Kl Paso or all
FOR EVERYTHING FRESH AND CLEAN IN THE GROCERY LINE
(J go. II. QrvAff, Pastor,
1!.
Hon.
well
A.
Judge
Kali.
prepared
to us us being quite as
Business Farmer.
Fall's ability has seldom been questioned even by his most liiiter
Wo carry a well assorted stm-of staple and fancy
Grace Methodist Episcopal
political enemies and his friends regard him as possessing the qualsad can supply your table with the best the mar"Well, 111 tell you this," said
Let us have our solicitor call at veer door.
ket :Cr"nls.
ities which will place him among the leader: of the Senate should the college man. "Wellesley is
Sunday School lu :ih a. m.
Try a can of lilsUl SKiml Sardines they're hue.
is
very
wide,
lias
he
tilled
almost a match factory."
he be elected. His experience
:m a. m.
Morning Sen ice
every position from prospector to president of a railroad ; he has
Evening
Service
7:mp m.
"That quite true. a asente
The LIVE GROCER
tilled many political position, ranging from assemblyman to jus. the girl "At Welleslej we make
W.
Prayer
k
large
Washington
acquaintance
at
tice of the supreme court? has
Wednesday 7 00 p. m.
the heids. but we jret th" sticks
ami New York. He is devoted to the interest, of New Mexico and from Harvard." From Lippin-cotts- .
you
have no regular place of
If
the Southwest and an enthusiastic booster for the development of
you
worship
will iind a w elcome
her MSOUrceS. He is in a word, prepared to go to the Senate and
here.
immediately begin to accomplish something for the State that is
If Teddy should happen to
Ed. LeBreton, Pastor.
what we need and the Knterprise certainly takes pleasure in endors- land the republican nomination
MBALMEF
orru peoitr
kNn KfNI.RAL
ing kirn as one of the first two senators. Farmingtoii Knterprise. for the presidency he w ould have
SO. 4.
It SECTOR
HK.sloi cK
TctBptfÚttCt A!vncnfe Meet
tMD DB s'.!"R
rapMi
the opposition ot the members
N Kt NEHAL
NO
The initial meeting of the re- ICFFUtS
of the Ananias club. This would
cently reorganized
Woman's
The petition to incorporate the town of Alamogordo wss filed be sufficient B0 defeat him.
Christian Temperence Union
with the board of county commissioners at the special meeting Santa Fe Kagle.
was held at the Presbyterian
In Compliance with the statute, the board
held last Thursday.
K
Tuesday February ".'7 at
Taos
church
The
rder advances
has directed the sheriff to take the census of the proposed incor4
p.
m.
the
novel proposition that if a
When the census has been taken, and the reporated district.
Numerous matters of business
quired population is shown, the board will order an election SO Leap Year girl has money feo
were
burn,
taken up and acted up- n.
it isn't difficult for her to
that the voters of the proposed Incorporated district may decide
REPAIR
Hod
Union
The
a young man who is willing
decided to hold the
whether or not the incorporation is wanted.
to furnish the match. Cunar meeting" at the homes of mem
"THERMOS" The Bottle Try One
ron New s.
hers proceeding alphabetically
The El Paso II raid's sporting page, edited by Lewis Arms, is
in the selection, which arrange
Electrical Wiring Donl
cards and spades the best that the south weal has ever had. Arms Senator (taniner wants to put Blent p'aees the
meeting
next
knows his game from the ground up, and back again, ami he w rites the express .ompaiiied
Electric Fixtures and Supplies
'he with Mr. .1. A. Amainan.
about it la a natural, breezy way that is always interesting. Here post .thee deprt
Stalcup Building. New Vork Awe.
nl. If Hit
Meetings w ill be held every two
Phone 60
is the hope that he is on the job for keeps.
gts all that i aimed at weeks at 4 p, m. The I'nion
the poetofflcc department be will I will meet again March Ji'. A
have another deficit to fix up
Lm Danley arrived
Hosalio Lope of Tularosa, to
good attendance is desired.
Albuquerque Herald.
a member oi the board of day night from Oioodcroft to
of the New Mexico tend court.
Motkm Picture TrviifK llcrv
Not withstanding propose, l mod- Blind Asylum at Alamogordo.
John .loems. former traw n8 ideations
Twelve people, eom prising a
in feminine styles nvice C. Meyer, resigned. Santa auditor for New
Mexico,
here noun
... "eld company of the Powers Co.
for ti.i.
Fe New Mexican.
to attend court.
picture
(pected that masculine p.eket- Mrs. K. S. Council and little
v Warren '
r"v,d .Sunday night and
Mr. and Mrs.
k
as usual will be Hat -- 41.
daughter of Tularosa were visit- and Mrs. F. W.
I
"'king pictures in and
hoaaatOM JoaraeJ.
Bead,
ors in Alamogordo this week.
'around
Alamogordo.
Several
Wednesday in hi Pae,,.
U aw staged in the
It
has
P',,,ur"'
been
V. J. t'onnell of Omaha is
suggested
that
More good pictures at the NewRooms are Cool and
and canons of the
hammers, concealed or iible, '","'tsi
'
MÍ Wednesdaf are deadly weannns and
,
of the parties
the Tulanga
th.t
.
r
Comfortable. Dining
i ne nouse was packe.l
water suit. Mr. t'onnell is the
sons who habitually "tote" one
Tuesday
U.
night,
in
S.
of
father
Council. f Tula
spite of the
Prolmte Judge Otovil B. Asrui- Room and Cafe Serrosa.
fact that a night session of court should be prosecuted under this lar has been here this week conact.
Portales
Times.
vice Unsurpassed.
keM.
sfl
Fire was discovered at
ducting probate court ami has
this morning in the J, 0. WillWhile the Beavers have de. According to a Missouri court h his hands full.
iams building on Dele are ave
Reney B. Field, of Tularosa,
nne, to the rear of the Alamo- J. C. JONES. Prop.
gordo hotel. The volunteer de- - day evening, an informal social spanK nis wue. sure, and he chairman of Precinct No. a and
parlment responded promptly will be held on that evening has a perfect riabt to poll a former probate judge, has been
and soon put out the fire. The There will be music, and maybe lion's whiskers if he feels like in Alamogordo
attending to court
origin of the fire is not known, 'a little dancing.
it. -- San Jon Sentinel.
matters this week.
p

business associates ata distance
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Telephone
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J. Q. GRANT,
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Opposite The ParK
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COMMISSIONERS' MEETIN6

(continued frmn page one)

y

J. A. Baird, amount due State
Treasurer, January, 1912
W. R. Potter, bridge work near

Price's
Cream

Mayhill, N. M.
Alamo. Fire Department, hose

31.60

repairs and couplings for
sprinkler
L. N. Jones, Services as engineer. Box Canon Koad, February, 1912
J. A. Green, Driver street sprinkler, February, 1912
V. D. Dodgen, Labor on Box
Canon road during February,
1912, $575.04 less deduction of
$100.00 account advance

I Baking

And it appearing tn the Board
that said petition if in iue form
and signed ly a dtfieieiit number of signers the same is approved and the mal us above
described, according to plat filed
with said petition, is
dared to be a public mad.
No further business coming
,ef,,re (ne Board, adjournment
was had.
D. M.

3.90

Hour's Enjoyment

de-499.-

3

Chairman.

Attest:
Cuas.

7.50

.

Thomas,

Clerk.

60.00

Motion Pictures

High-Clas- s

&IJTH KRLASD,

Applications for Grazing Permits
NOTICE is hereby given that'
all applications for permit to
475.04
iiraze cattle, horses, hogs, sheep
and
goats within the ALAMO
citinow
Comes
a petition of
NATIONAL
FOREST during
zens and free holders of Pinion,
if
J9J2
must be tiled in!
N. M., ami vicirjity, petitioning
Moll
my
New
uffice
Oloadcroft,
at
toil Board to create and estab1,1
March
on
Mexico,
or
liefore
lish a public road in said vicinregard
in
ity, in the County of Otero, asjlíHá. Fall information
to the grazing fees to be charged
:
follows,
b!ai k forms to be used in
and
"Commencing at the North-lean- t
making
applications will be fur- corner of Section Twenty
24
ni8hed
uP"n re(l"est
Four, Township Nineteen South
I
.1
II
II
r- - pai.imio,
Miperviso
of Range Fifteen East ; .thence
in a Westerly direction along
Engraved Can Is
the section line one rr.ile to the
Northwest corner of said Sec- - Thb News is prepared to take
tion; thence North one mile to order and deliver promptly, all
the Northeast corner of Stction orders for engraved calling curds
Fourteen; thence beginning and wedding announcements.
.
V H
I.
mí i sec sftiup
UM.li at nit en tin. cni idiut'i Ui
les.
Twenty-fouPrices
right
are
38tf.
Section
thence
South along the Section line one
mile to the Northwest corner of FOR SALE, at a bargain,
Section Twenty-live- ;
thence Ohadman'l Cyclopedia of Law,
West along the section line one in twelve volumes, well bound
mile to the Northeast corner of and in tirst class condition.
;
Section Twent
thence Books may lie examined at A.
Menger office.
Sooth along the section line one
mile, all in township Nineteen
WANTED: A sexton for
Range Fifteen East, to a amo cemetery. Anyone desiring
point intersecting the Pinion and the position will pleae inquire
'range road at t point
f
of Mrs. C. H. Waldschmidt, on
mile from the Pinion store and Michigan avenue between Twelth
postoflice."
and Thirteenth streets.

Made from grape Cream ef Tartarí absolutely free from alum

Üíáfi

V

Changes Every Week
3 Keels Every Show
Comfortable Seats
Good Ventilation
Good Music

New Alamo Theatre

0

to-w- it

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.

a

Matt. Qilmoreof Ruidosa isa
visitor in tiiaiiiognnio tins weeR.
Mrs. J. II. Jackson of Tularosa
is visiting Mrs. Jacob Snover.
Frank Smith of Salinas is here
Mr. ami Mrs. Eugene Barton
doing jury service this veek.
of El PatO spent Sunday in

J.

H.

I

LiTO

1

a court visitor this week.
Prosper Sherry arrived Satur- Jack8wope of Oloadoroft was .jay from Carritofo for a brief
one of those who attended
big convent ion in Ei Paso,

th

v

isit

Then. Thulemeyer of La Junta,
Rutherford went to ET 'olo., was a visitor in Alamogor-Pasthis week to attend the do Sunday.
í'attlemeii s convention.
Walter Biird left Wednesday
El Paso to attend the big
h
H.
gone
W.
Woods
Mrs
is
Texas,
convention.
visit
to
ille.
to Florriesv
her uot her, who is very sick.
Say. did you see those beauti
ful
carnttions in Warren's winL
TuIaroM
Scales of
Mrs. W.
dow
yesterday?
was a business visitor in town
one day last week.
Frank Maxwell, county ases- Thos. F. Fleming of Cloudcruf 1 SOT, spent Saturday in Ta I ero ,
is among the court visitors here looking after business r.atters.
o

1

Mr

.

f

.

1

an

I

Mm.

The

VERY LATEST

I

Shirt Waists, White and Colors, from

W. A. Dunley!

J. O. S .intnervilleof Mountain arrived W dnesday from Penas
Park was a isitT in Alamogor-- 60 canon and will spend the rest!
f the week here.
do this week.
R. F. I'althis, supervisor of the
Judge JohO V. Hewitt of
National Forest, was here
Alamo
Monday
was
Oiks
here
White
Monday
night, returning to,
hvsinSJM
matters.
baking after
from a usiness trip
Cloiidcruft
MrBom Prstber spent Wedheadquarters at1
to
district
the
nesday in F.I Paso returning
Albuquerque.
home Wednesday night,
The public school entertain-- ,
Judge E. L Itedier lias ap- I
lasl Friday night drew 8'
pointed Kegenc Baird rea irer ntent
crowd,
go'd
notwithstanding;
for the Oil iseni Bank of Tularosa
tWfl counter
attract ions. The
f, B. Oharoberlatn left Moll- - nr,,,.rt,,
, interestimr and!
I
it
nghi
to
a
sarfo
day
b.r
nlnaslng.
poto in srkansas. He expects;
ftW of
Md
t . I,- ibseni lateral weeks.
a lt.lightful
fcif
1. E. Wharton of El Paso ar evening at the Beavers' hall Sat
rived Wednesday night to attend nrday evening. Vocal ami in-to a tins cases which will be tried 'rumeuial music, dancing, gM.nl
fellow-hi- p
ami refreshments tell
at tin- - term of court.
1

I

-.

50 cts. up.
Wool Dress Skirts, Wash Skirts.
Petticoats, All Kinds, All Prices.
Complete Line Muslin Underwear.
Riding Skirts, Only 2.7..

I

I

"The Old Reliable Place"

G. J. VVOLFINGER

-

--

tin- -

E. Mitchell

whole story.

it in El PaSO wh'le the Cattle
men'- - cnn vent ion is in session.

Catron ot Sat,

..al beds in Colorado. New Mex- -

,

ill

M

II. ni
vr

unlay nigln f r a brief

h .mas B.

I

-

....
a i' ,.i;..
inn

is coiinel
ueek
tbe parties to the In
i

vis-

--

pec!; in the

highest terms of the accomodations
they here receive. This Bank, is a
Depository of the United States.

First National BanK
Alamogordo.

th

New Mexico

Of Alamogordo,

N. M.

Transacts a general Bankjng business. Executes all orders of its patrons o the Banking
line. Interest allowed on Time Deposits.
THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC IS
SPECTFULLY SOLICITED

RE-

When You Buy Meat
want to know that it was young and
tender when k'Hed and properly
A. ANDREGG.
Then phone your orders to
You

of the songs yon like

is

that gets somewhere and

musical selections played as
the composer intended, not
cut or hurried.

Ico, Montana, and Waahiagtnn,
great anthracite le- for one of besides the
rosa water posits in Pennsylvania.

. ......
"'ue iki.

That Is what

Remember that the Public
Improvements department of
Delayed No. 1, w hich arrived
the Civic league will give a St.
at I :." p. in., Sunday, stopped Patricks dance on the evening
here br the passengers to eat of March sixteenth. Reaver's
dinner. There were about forty-liv- hall. Admission only lifty cents,
of the hungry ones.
but admission must be paid by
New
the
at
The lilms shown
al who enter.
Aluno Saturday and Monday
wjfe ff A,am(
R
Bight! were unusually good.
ram,. up We(nUy after
'The Devil in a Tin Cup kept
u
the WtotJt
the audience in an uproar from
niirilt
start to Bnisa
turned Thursday morning la
Mr. Fox is operator
The trains broke through the their home
at Alano,
now blockades and began to ar for the
'arrizólo lutlook.
rive Friday morning. The trains gordo.
which arrived Friday were the
Mr. 0. E. Holland who has
Sun
previous
the
since
ones
first
been a guest at the Holland home
day morning.
for a few weeks will leave Son-dafor Kenton. Michigan, her
Thirty cents will enable you
spent part of
to see every change of pictures home after having
son Arthur
at the New Alamo. You could the winter with her Alamognrdo.
not spend the money to better here and Frank at
tarrnoio Outlook.
advantage.

suit.

e

,,,

Features

Another verse or two
that
a waltz or
long enough, a monologue

A

It TaKes Many

TO MAKE A DRUG STORE COMPLETE

two-ste- p

.cor ling to the report of the
United States Geological Survey
there are a number of anthracite

Vofl

PATRONS of thic Bcn!;

i

vi--

Oka.

Absolute Safety

ALAMO STATE BANK

'

Mr and Mr

Prompt Service
Liberal Treatment

one-hal-

'fr

-

I

Al-Soii-

.

AV. L.

M vv,'k-
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r,

of Otondoroft is

t
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Edison

Amberol

Jtecords
oiler

These records play four and
one-ha- lf

minutes, taking

First of all a drug ittore in a place where ilnijrs are wild, but the drug
ntore of today carries a score and more of other thinfrs useful, beneficial
and luxurious.
Ours is a drug store complete in every detail

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Bath,
Toilet and Nursery Needs, Rubber
Goods, Surgical Supplies, Sodas,
Cigars, Stationery
Naturally we can offer you the assurance of cías and quality in everything we sell, because we know the (roods and we know that they are
adapted to the needs of our customer

ANYTHING

DRUG-STOR-

THAT YOU

Y

WANT,

WE HAVE

WARREN'S
ON THE CORNER

selections never before

::::::

Phone 32

oflered in record form.
All Edison Phonographs

play both Amberol and
Edison Standard Records.
Have you an Edison?

uHj

Alamngnrbo Nnüb

y

A. SORENSON
Watches, clocks, jewelry
neatly repaired

A REAL
I..4I a

NEWSPAPER

Year-Ch- eap

mi

the IViro
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DOESN'T FEAR ZERO WEATHER

Woil fl

u
1 V"

SlICCeSS

Much Depends
on Ideas of
Liie's Purpose

By O. BRABBIT

TREES

TO SUCCEED IN DRY FARMING

IN DRY AREAS

Farmer Cannot Prosper With Grain
Alone Live Stock Must Be Mad
the Basis of Production.

Girl With Cot and Waterproof Blanket
Spends Her Nights In Open Air
During All Seasons.

Success May Be Attained If Work
two
Chicago. For the first time in
Is Done Intelligently.
years Harrie Downs, 12 years old,
spent the other night in a conventional atmosphere of steam radiators and
wall paper. It was not because it was around Must Be Properly Prepared,
cold. Harrie slept outdoors every night
Trees Carefully Planted and Given
s
during Chicago's
Cultivation for Several Years
weather. The
stretch of below-xerPlant a Windbreak.
trouble was that she got home a little
late from a party and the effort of
traversing

Dean E. A. Burnett of the University of Nebraska says dry farming cannot prosper in the great plains area

as a grain farming system. The risk
on grain is too great In a dry season.
proLive stock must be the basis of
duction. It la true that graxlng lands
do not produce as much revenue or
profit per acre aa good crops of grain,
but neither do they entail such heavy
losses in bad years. A Urge amount
of water can be stored when it falla
At
In anything but light showers.
North Platte water has been stored
as deep aa fifteen feet in good years
and from four to six feet in drier
years. The season of 1910 was, however, very unfavorable to storing water and only thirteen bushels of wheat
were harvested from land which had
previously grown from thirty to forty-si- x
bushels. No grain at all was
harvested from land that was cropped
in 1910. It Is likely that the best results will be obtained by keeping
s
of the land In grass and
devoting the balance to forage cropa.
The farming unit must probably be
large but that does not mean that it
should contain much plow land.
The homesteader as a rule la not
prepared to take advantage of the
best scientific knowledge in the management of his land. Deep plowing
and summer fallowing land take horse
power, frequently far In excess of
that available to the homesteader.
The silo and the modern dairy cow
are frequently beyond his reach, and
for this reason again we should discount the largest possibilities of those
areas when we seek to determine

seventy-three-hour-
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HETHER a man's life in this world is successful or not de-pends on the idea which is held of the purpose for which life

flip rnnoliision
successful
life is
may be not unreasonably reached that the
material
of
number
one into which are crowded the greatest
blessings and the least amount of earthly discomfort. But if,
on the other hand, we are convinced that our brief stay in
this mundane sphere of existence was designed to be a preparation for an endless hereafter, then that is the successful life
in which such preparation is most adequately made. The question is therefore, primarily, the great and abiding one of man's immor;.- -
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One would Imagine in
country that
much of the semi-aribut little can be done In growing windd

breaks, groves or forest trees and
also fruits because of the almost entire absence of these In the dry country. To conclude thus, however, Is a
great mistake. The truth is, that these
are not much In evidence because no
attempts have been made to grow
them, or If such attempts have been
made, they have not been made along
Intelligent lines. When one may travel
day after day In a tillable country, and
see no sign of a shrub or tree, save
low down by the edge of a stream, the
conclusion is not unnatural that these
cannot be grown.
The truth Is that where crops can
If
be grown,
be grown, trees can
grown on proper lines. It would seem
possible to grow trees more surely on
a low precipitation than crops, for
when the trees are once well rooted,
the trees can go down and find moisture at greater depths than are usu-ltraversed by the roots of planta.
This means, then, that where the
rainfall is ten inches, it is possible to
It Is possible to grow
grow trees.
good crops of grain with an annual
precipitation of ten inches. This Is

tality.
But, apart from this point, we may well ask ourselves what kind of
life is the happiest for men, for that life is surely the most successful
which is the most truly happy. And we have no right to assume that the
conditions of happiness are different in this world and in the other. Rather
ought we to say that they must be the same for human beings everywhere.
Happiness may be defined as the state of mind which is realized
by living according to divine order. That order consists in obedience to
(iod's commandments, chief among which are those which prescribe love
to the Lord and love to the neighbor. These are, indeed, the briefest
summary of man's duty. They cannot be put in practice except by acts
of usefulness and kindness. Hence it follows that
true happiness is experienced only in unselfish service
for others.
Of this character should be the daily work 01
calling of every man. According as such is the case
with anyone, his life is successful, not only as regards
his own welfare and his influence upon his fellow men
here on earth, but also as being the appointed gateway
into life everlasting.
The best wisdom and the best religion
come, like the best health, by the way.
In the highest realms of endeavor the
adage that "you get what you go after"
is not true Your greatest reward is some- thing you did not go after at all; it falls!
in with you as you sleep; in other words,
the supremost things in mind and character just come, and you cannot get them.
When boys play football what they
want is to win, to get the pigskin into the
other fellow's goal. But winning means
By FRANK CRANE
nothing to wise old nature, and the universe does not care where the pigskin
goes to. These things are mere bait.
Mark the boy's splendid physique, his emphatic spirits and radiating
health. Ask him where he got these. He doesn't know. They just come.
Now, if he had quit playing and gone in pursuit of health he would have
missed it.
Only sickly folks are everlastingly seeking health. Beans and side
meat and forgetfulness make better blood and bones than predigested food
and special diets and care.
Dr. Holmes spoke of how ideas come to one, as if a bullet had struck
one, shot out of the nowhere. The highest form of intellectual product,
the kind that smacks of genius, the sort of writing and painting or music
that haunts men, emerge similarly out of the infinite and finds the producer. It is the "divine uffhitus;" an ounce of it is worth a ton of study.
In character, likewise, those souls are the noblest who are not "trying" to be noble; and the purest are not they who struggle against im-

Wisdom,
Religion
And Health
Are
Adjusted

purity.
The finest moral texture is woven by those souls who, like the lilies
of the field, "toil not, neither do they spin."
They have that which is better than ellort ; they are adjusted.

Germ
Laden
Mirror Used
by Many
Dentists

brains,-a- id

"Wall," aha said after a moment'
reflection, "perhaps they'll stand a Util Inflation, Horace. They've always struck me aa being a trifle wobbly." Harper's Weekly.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasint Pellets regulate
and invigorate atomacb, liver and bowels.
tiny granules, easy to take
as candy.
Sugar-coate-

Look well after the cheerfulness of
life, and let the dismals shift for
themselves. Louisa H. Alcott
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We are our beat when we try to be
It not for ourselves alone, but for our
brethren Phillips Brooks.

Vatota
boo of the Liver,
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moat promptly by using Syrap of lias
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Harrie Downs.
making her bed outside didn't seem
worth while.
Harrie is the daughter of E. E.
Downs of Evanston, general manager
of the Elgin and Belvidere Electrlo
Railway company. Two years ago she
was bothered with adenoids.
A specialist advised that Harrie sleep outside, winter and summer. Mr. Downs
niirchacn1 a rrtt n watorrirrtrif hlan.
n 'screen. He hung the
ket and a
screen on a porch of the Downs apart'
ment, a block from Lake Michigan.
"It'll be nice tonight," commented
floor.
Harrie, surveying the snow-lai"I always like it when it snows. Last
night I didn't get any sleep at all.
I had both windows open, but the
room still seemed hot."
Harrie says she Intends to continue
sleeping outside all her life.
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Father Admits Brutal Murder In Call,
fornia Court Wife Is Charged
Jointly for Crime.
San Francisco, Cal. Charged with
murdering his infant son, John Rech,
an Italian, was before the Superior
court of California, recently. Rech
was a willing witness and told the
that be and his wife had talked '
about "putting away" their child thou.
sands of times that they might have
more money to send to the old folks
in Italy.
In his statement Rech declared he
took the baby back of the barn at his
home, where be had due a hole and.
placing the babe in a sitting posture,
filled the hole with earth. The death
wounds found on the babe's head were
Inflicted, Re h said, by his shovel when
he tamped down the dirt.
The proceedings in court were not
lengthy. After Rech's statement had
been made It was read over to him by
the lnterrreter and he readily signed
it. As be affixed his name to the
document, which the authorities declare is virtually his death warrant,
Rech showed the first sign of emotion
lnc his arrest. Large tears trickled
down his clucks and he sat silently
for a few moments holding his head
in his bands.

Stuck to Htr Nest.
towel and have forced the barber to use
a separate towel for each man, yet most of corner of the separator. The wind
the fan ruffled ber feather, the
us have never given a thought to the in- from
whirling of the pulleya bad evidently
struments a dentist uses.
annoyed ber somewhat, and there was
Does anyone really know whether every dust In her mouth, and fright In her
eye, but like the Immortal boy on the
dentist sterilizes there instruments before burning
deck, she atuck to ber poat
using them upon another patient?
Of the thirteen egg In the neat, only
We may get a "germ" from the trans- on waa Injured.
slip or coin held in the mouth or from
fer
By A. M. WOODIOW
Flnda Canear Cure.
dust, but think how many germs could be
Parla. Professor Wasserman. noted
on that tiny mirror a dentist thrusts into scietitlat. clalma to have discovered a
cur for cancar by treating the día-a- s
one's mouth to sec the under side of a tooth.
with selenium and osla. Helaa-luCan you imagine anything filthier or more germ laden than the
waa discovered by Mas. Cari,
things if they ar not sterilised t
who found radium.

what John
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While we have cause to be elated over

the fact that through "kicking" we have
gained the individual drinking cup and

Trifle Wobbly.
to- - blow out my

am going
he.
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Evidently the writer who recommended
red jackets fur hunters has never been a
hunter himself. It is well known that animals and bird have a much keener sight
Therefore if the
than human being
wear
forced
a jacket bright
was
to
hunter
enough to be seen by other hunters how
could he expect to bag any game?
Besides, if sucli were the case the care- HEN REMAINED AT HER POST
less hunter would get the habit of shooting everything that did not have a red Waa Sitting on Nest In Separator and
Stuck While Machina Threahad
jacket and the innocent woodsman would
By E. W. WOODS
Out Field of Wheat
stand a poor show.
Sioux Fails, 8. D. A threshing ma- The real cause of trouble is ignorance
chin taken out of a shed for the
careful
in
shooting
practice
If
of
a
gun.
handling
regarding the proper
first time this season was used to
were encouraged more the mortality would be greatly diniinishtl.
thresh out a small field of wheat,
The hunting license should lie issued only to responsible persons who near this city. When the Job was
finished, the machine man discovered
have had experience in handling guns.
a ben sitting on a nest of eggs In a
The lives of our citizens are too valuable to risk in the hands of a
hunters who know nothing of firearms.
lot of
The gentleman who suggested red jackets will doubtless agree with
me that restriction of the license and not bright clothes will prove the
solution of the hunting problem.

Plan
for Saving
Lives
of Deer
Hunters

T

being done in certain areas in the Big
Bend country in Washington. True,
these crops cannot be obtained every
rear, but they are obtained once In
two years. It may not be possible to
depend on getting a crop of fruit ev- pry year on a rainfall so low, but It
may be done in areas not too far
south on a rainfall of twelve to fifteen
Inches. A grower In Colorado has
talned excellent returns from growing
apples, plums and cherries, without
irrigation, on a rainfall of about
fourteen Inches. In Tunis, northern
Africa, olives are grown on a precipitation of about fourteen inches in a
rt

their suitability for the newcomer of
limited means. The drier area of
the country which are suitable Tor
farming will always have their limitations. They will have their bad
seasons and their seasons of abundant production, but the failures in unfavorable seasons may be greatly reduced by the application of scientific
methods and the best systems of management.
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Ottawa. Can., or in toa Caaadtao
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Oust Mulch.
We run the weeder, alternating with
e
riding cultivator, until
the
the size of the crop forbids, rultlvat
lug deeply at first, very lightly later
year.
To try to grow trees, however, as says a writer in an exchange. Thus
they are grown in humid areas, would dust mulch Ik maintained, enabling
be folly. If a hole Is dug in the ground the plant to secure the best results
and the tree is put in there and left from the moisture conserved, and
weed growth.
Thia
It will almost certainly die either the keeping down
year of planting or the year follow method leaves the fields level and In
must be properly the beet of condition for futtire uae.
ing. The ground
prepared, the tree must be carefully With the potato crop, in addition to
planted, and it must be given careful the above Implements, we use a disk
cultivation for several years after it hlller, thus leaving ridges In the poIs planted.
Fruits must be given tato fields. We think this necessary
that the potatoes may be well covered
equal care, even tho small varieties.
It should certainly be the aim of and easily dug.

Ilea.

W. H. ROGERS
Ninth St.. Kanaaa Cltt. Mo
t'. tta-.nneareel

.o

two-bors-

the homestesder to plant a windbreak
.it the earliest date possible. He should
reak up some ground on which to
plant the trees as soon as this can be
'lone. The ground should be summer-fallowefor at least one year before
the trees sre planted. Moisture is
hus allowed to penetrate the soil
i nd the
grass is given some lime In
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TREES

n want,
If roar dealer doea not keep the kind
aend na the
lo alampa and we will Mod 70a Ia
uu lie pa. Erice rbarn-- a paid

Year After Planted It Is Llks
Young Child and Must Have

Constant Attention.

Corn silage Is almost aa good aa
roots aa a succulent feed
If corn only Is fed, the ewes be
come too fst and produce small and
Is weakly lambs.

The first year after the tree
planted it must have constant care. It
Ita first years of
la like a child.
training determine Its character or
form. After the main branches have
become fixed all the pruning the trees
require Is to give symmetry and regular outline to the head by pinching
off the ends of the shoots that have a
tendency
to outgrow the
main
branch, and to remove such as are
likely to be Injured by rubbing together, or that are o thick aa to interfere with good growth and ease In
gathering fruit.
While young the trees should be allowed to grow with rather a close
head to protect the alender branches
from the hot sun When they begin
to bear, the weight of tbe fruit will
and open the
bend down tbe branch
head, so thst the sunlight and air
needed for the perfection of tbe foli
large
age and fruit will enter, and
crop of perfect fruit can be borne on
a tree without a large amount of
foliage.

Alfslfa and clover are superior to
all other feeds as a roughage for
pregnant ewea.
Hogs should not be confined In a
close pen where they will have to live
In filthy quarters.
The breeding practice should be so
planned that tbe calves will be born
early In the spring.
As a food for young cattle there
seems to be nothing quite equal to

W H ITT E MORE BROS. A CO.,
Alt.wn, St CambrlS
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üno. PolitKe in (A World.
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine time in ten when the liver It
ight the stomach and bowela are right.

IAKTLT5
UVE

LITTLE

PILLS

ently but firmly
pel a lazy liver
do its duty.
Cures Ce
ttpalioo, lo--

t

M.

Wl,TTLE

lYtft
sllag to Insure a steady growth and
strong, vigorous health.
3Uk
It Is aa a feed for the breeding
Diatreaa After Latin,
herd thst silage has proved of the
SMALL riU, SMALL DOSE, SMALL pejOL
greatest economic value.
The bog Is naturally a clean animal,
Genuine must bear Signature
and should not be made to live la
contact with a manure pile.
Tbe fall litter of conree suffers the
most from neglect because tbe condition a at this time of the year are the
least favorable for Its growth.
Have tbe bare and feeding pena so
located that the drainage from them
will be a help to growing cropa
of a nuisance to the borne.
Where Are the Teolsf
The man who grows swine to 811
After tbe heavy bowrs fall youll hi fattening pen la troubled with
wonder why yon didn't gather up the under- - laed sows and " inly Utters and
tool you need every day or two dor the brooder Bad hi pigs la small do
Frn,tr'3V
fáaaeT
aaal
-rag tbe whole wtater.

owHUHLi
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wife out partially d recaed in the mid- - T Jection to ray returning to toe bouse T
She did not so much as deign tc
die of the night, looted the house of
everything It contained of value, and look again at either of us, but as she
then set It on fire. Tou see we have moved slowly out of sight Miss Minor
no men folks here, except two ne- turned and looked Into my face wltb
groes, who have clung to us because questioning eyes. What she may
they were so aged they were afraid have read there I know not, but she
to leave Just mamma, Edith, my old sank back upon a bench and burst
nurse, and myself. It seems so lonely, Into a merry peal of laughter.
"Isn't It perfectly ridiculous!" sbe
and Major Brennan and Arthur both
Insist It la no longer safe So they cried, aa soon as she waa able to
are coming with a cavalry escort to speak. "Only I do hope she won't tell
take us all North. I am sure we shall Arthur."
have a splendid time"
CHAPTER XXVIII.
"Tou have experienced no "rouble,
ILLU5TRATIOMS BtCTtlURT. WILU
then, thus far?"
We Capture a Courier.
"Oh. none at all we have not even
light hurst of laughter
girl's
Oh,
The
r,
parties.
by
scouting
been
bothered
grape-arboflame devoured me. Now, however, as right of me waa an extensive
SYNOPSIS.
we actually drew near to where 1 supcompletely covered with vines, 1 do not mean you ; you are no bother. aroused me thoroughly to a sense ol
The story opens In a Confederate tent posed she might be. I felt my earlier the fresh green leaves forming a de- But yesterday there was a horrible our situation.
at a critical atase of the Civil War. Gen. courage fast deserting me. Nor was lightful contrast to the deep blue sky man hers; he came to the kitchen
"Tou seem to derive much amuse
Lee Imparta to Capt. Wayne an Important
message to Longstreet. Accompanied by I furnished with even the slightest beyond. As 1 came opposite an open- door, and asked all sorts of Impudent ment from a condition of affairs si
SergL Craig, an old army acout, Wayne
actually bad most Intolerable to me," I said bitter
atarte on hi mission. They get within excuse for pressing on; my orders did ing leading into this arbor' I suddenly questions. Mrs. Bungaygun
before be ly. "I have always valued most highly
the linea of the enemy and In the dark, not positively compel me to proceed, caught the flutter of drapery and to threaten him with a
neea Wayne ta taken for a Federal ofthe friendship of Mrs. Brennan, bul
would
leave."
way
throbbing
my
nothing
appeared along the
stopped instantly,
heart
v
ficer and a young lady on horaeback la and
unfortunate occurrence win doubt
this
given In hla charge. She la a northern to lead me to suppose that harm of like a frightened girl's. It waa quite
"la Maria Bungay here, then?"
girl and attempt lo escape. One of the any
less end It"
1
valyou
her?
"Why
and
certainly;
kind
shadow,
peaceful
know
threatened
dark
vine
the
do
beneath
that
goea
through
Craig
horses succumbs and
She glanced up at me, her long
with the dispatches, while Wayne and My ley. Everything meeting my eyes evi- could make out no more than that a Isn't she a delightful old dear Just
Lady of the North are left alone. They
lashes
wet but ber dark eyes sparkaeek shelter In a hut and entering It In denced that here, at least, was with woman stood there, her back toward as good as a man."
ling
with
mischief.
Wayne
huge
the dark a
mastiff attacks
Its attendant horrors had not come. me, busted at some task Possibly
"Her husband Is with my party"
"Oh, she won't care so far aa you
The girl shoota the brute Just In time.
or
once
Totally
presence,
my
for
all
at
you
she
know,
without
track
felt
beaten
the
do
really?
Why,
"Jed
The owner of the hut. Jed Bungay, and
tils wife appear and soon a party of those great armies which had battled she glanced around, and upon per- Maria has got It Into her head that are concerned," she exclaimed Indifferently. "But 1 suppose she will
horsemen approach. They are led bv a so
exfiercely for the Shenandoah, it had ceiving me gave vent to a quick
man claiming to be Red l.owrle, but who
be had run away from her. 1 should think I am perfectly horrid. Well, I
proves to be MaJ. Brennan, a Federal been traversed only by a few scouting clamation of terror.
so love to witness their meeting; it
officer whom the Union girl recognizes.
don't care If sbe does; she might
But you
"Pardon me," I said hastily, and re- would be most Interesting.
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy and foraging parties, and so short bad
and he Is brought before Sheridan, who been their stay that even tbe rail moving my hat, "but you have nothing must come Into the bouse. Captain have waited and learned the truth
threatens him with death unless he
first Wasn't her face a study? And
Wayne; Edith will be overjoyed to see how shall I ever explain to Arthur so
the secret message. Wayne believe fences remained undisturbed to guard to fear."
Kdlth Brennan to be the wife of MaJ. tbe fields, and nowhere did i note outon you again, although you know she Is
hesitancy
was
a
moment's
There
Brennan. He Is rescued by Jed Bungay,
that be will understand? I'm sure
who starts to reach Oen. Lee. while ward signs of devastation. It was Vir- her part, and I knew I was being scru- never demonstrative, as am. It must iave got tbe worst of
it Oh, Captain
Wayne In'dlsgulse penetrates to the ball- ginia as I recalled it in those old days tinized by a pair of bright eyes.
be awfully nice to be always cool and Wayne, Is my
room, beneath which he had been imruffled up? I
ail
hair
prisoned. He is Introduced to a Miss of peace and plenty, before civil strife
"Surely." said a familiar voice. "I calm, don't you think?"
1 look like a fright
You must
know
Minor and barely escapes being unmaskbad sown tbe land with dead.
Determined that 1 would not be oome in now, and we will explain to
cannot be mistaken you are Captain
ed Edith Brennan. recognizing Wayne,
1
vimy
ays she will save htm. Securing a pass
What possible excuse, then, bad
tempted, I yet hesitated, and
Wayne."
Mrs. Brennan the whole matter. Shs
through the lines, they are confronted by for going there? In my own heart I
Before I could even answer sbe vacious companion too everything cannot help believing us both, while
Brennan. who Is knocked senseless. Then,
bidding Edith adieu. Wayne makes a knew
had none, or one so poor and stepped forth from her partial con- for granted at once.
I
know she would be so cold and
dash for liberty. He encounters Bungay: selfish I scarcely durst whisper It even
"Oh, before we go In, won't you do proud to me
cealment and advanced toward me
they reach the Iee camp and are sent
alone."
with reinforcements to Join Early. In the to myself; yet I rode steadily on. Im- with cordially extended hands. It was me a favor?" sbe asked.
"But of
I shook my head decisively.
Perbattle of Shenandoah the regiment Is pelled by my own weakness, or drawn
I was trying to tie
you
will.
course
Minor.
Celia
overwhelmed, and Wayne, while In the
haps it was better ended so; at least
you
hospital. Is visited by Edith Brennan. Irresistibly by fate whichever tbe
place
when
gaygrapevine
Into
this
You'll be
"Well, of all men!" she cried
1
possessed no courage just tbem to
Wayne and Bungay are sent on a scoutwould at ly. ber dark eyes smiling a most kind- surprised me, but 1 could not bold on
real cause I know not
lighted with the re- ing detail.
kjB
jk
indignation. She might but
her
face
least look upon those walls that bad ly welcome. "And Edith and I were with one hand and tie with the other. deem we bad concocted our explanasuits of Calumet Baking
once sheltered her, would learn if posCHAPTER XXVI. Continued.
tion, and would very likely receive it tW Powder. No disappoints
sible If she was yet there. Then
with all the scorn she felt it deserved.
no flat, heavy, soggy htsrnirs,
I
He (coked at me In surprise
"I well. In tbe bondage of my passion
Besides, it was clear there was nothcake, or pastry.
reckon, cap, as how ye don't know hoped for what might happen, as
ing I could do to aid them. I should
much 'bout whut's a goln' on In ther every lover does.
H Just the lightest, daintiest, moat
be now merely an unweloome Intrualley fer ther las' few months." he
uniformly raised and most deli-- ñW
It must have been two o'clock; we
der. An escort was to be there shortsaid soberly, rubbing down his mule had baited our horses, I remember, an
kW
cions food you ever ate.
ly to convoy them northward, and for
as he spoke. "Tell ye what, thar Jlst hour previous: and tbe Sergeant bad
me to be found In their company by
ssssMSsssSsssassaasssrs
hain't no plantation houses left thar enjoyed bis noonday siesta beneath
VjL
Pare Fee gaaaaeaea,
Brennan would only Inflame blm and
now, thet's a fac'. leastwise not nortb-o- ' tbe shade of a great bush bearing pur
Castas, sor.
kW
greatly to the embarrassment of
add
ther lines we uns sorter hoi' onto ple blossoms. Tbe road we had been
BBBBBBaaaaBaBBBWS
hla wife's position. Mucb aa
might
ylt. Sheridan he played hell with bis traveling since early morning wound
rasBsasssaws
long for immediate vindication In ber
cavalry raids, an whut the
In and out among great trees, and
plain duty of true love was
sight
the
left ther durned guerillas an' bush- crossed and recrosaed the little stream
WORSE.
to depart at once, and permit time to
whackers wiped up eg clean es a slate called the Cowakln until I almost
straighten
tangle.
out
tbe
Dura If a crow wudn't starve ter deatb thought we had lost our way. We met
"You must pardon me." I hastened
In ther valley now. Why. cap. them with no one In all the long day's ridsay, standing hat in band before
to
thar deserters an' slch truck Is or- ing, not even a stray negro, and Inher, "but It would not be best tor
ganized now till they're mighty nigh deed It was some hours since we bad
me to intrude upon Mrs. Brennan aftan army, an" they don't skeer rer nuth-tn- ' passed a bouse of any kind. Leaving
er
her late reception. I merely haltI
ner a reg'ment
see more ner tbe brook behind us we tolled slowly
ed
here in order to assure myself of
a hundred an' fifty In one bunch up up a long bill, and at the top Hut gay,
your presence and safety. My men
on ther White Briar two week ago. an riding beside me. pointed to the westare even now waiting for ma a few
they're worse ner a parcel er pirates. ward.
hundred yards sway."
I reckon as how they got Marlar. but
"Cap," he said, "thar la ther Minor
"But I wish you to meet Arthur."
I'll bet she glv 'em a hot ol' time afore place."
"Oh. I think not Miss Minor. I feel
he done quit"
The very sight of It In the distance
friendship for Lieutenant Caton,
warm
Rumors of thts state of affairs to waa a thrill a great white bouse
but we wear different uniforms, serve
the north and west of our defending placed well back from tbe road and
Mbinder different flags, and a meeting
i
lines had already reached me indeed, almost hidden from sight by One.
nere, ooin wun armed torces oeuina
the verification had formed part of my large tree an
us,
would naturally have to be a hosInstructions; but Bungay's homely yet
bouse It looked to be, built
tile one However the Lieutenant and
graphic description made the situation after tbe colonial type, a wide veranda
I might consent to a temporary truce,
appear terribly real, and my thought upon three sides, with fluted columns
superior officer, Major Brennan,
his
I
went Instantly forth to those
knew to support the overhanging roof.
not likely prove of the same
would
who might even then be exposed to
"Hain't no signs es fer es I kin see
Cholly They're
saying that the
mind."
this great and unexpected danger.
of evny trouble bavin' 'curred thar,"
you really must go?"
"Then
whom you discharged yesterday
valet
The very conception of Edith Bren- Jed said slowly, his shrewd gray eyes
"Unless you specially desire to wit- used some plain language to you.
nan In such hands as these was agony. roaming over the peaceful scene
Reggy Plain? Baw Jove, It was posiness a cavalry skirmish In your front
1 felt I could
never rest until sssured "homebody ter hum tew. fer ther
dooryard. I certainly consider It beat" tively ugly!
of her safety, and since my order chlmley Is a smokln'."
and I held out my hand. "Surely we
granted me full authority to prolong
Who the Heathen Be.
part as friends, and I may hope that
Of course, now I was there, tne only
my Journey,
might ascertain whether
you will Intercede in my behalf with
Father Bernard Vaughan was conthing for me to do would
or not she yet remained within the sensible
demning a somewhat acrimonious reMrs. Brennan?"
have been to ride openly to tbe front
alley.
ligious argument.
rose up impulsively.
door, and thus learn all desired. But
Sbe
"Jed." I asked, my mind finally set- what man who loves, who Is continual"Disputes of this kind,' he said, "re"How ridiculous; how supremely ritled, "do you know the old Minor plan- ly swayed by bopes and fears, by
diculous! Why, of course I win. mind me forcibly of a little girl.
tation?"
" 'What are the heathen, Jenny?'
though I don't suppose Edith really
strength and weakness, ever does tbe
"Of Jedge Minor's place? Sure; It's sensible thing?
wiutfsro
I
bad certainly Incares very mucb. but she believed it her Sunday school teacher asked this
up on ther south branch of ther Cow- - tended doing so at tbe start, but now
would be highly proper to be shocked. little girl.
"Do You Not See? This Is Captain Wayne.'
" "The beaten.' tbe child replied,
akin "
I
my nerve failed ma. She waa tbe
don't think she likes you so very
"Have those fellows got down that wife of another. 1 could not confess speaking about you only yesterday. See what I mean?" And placing one well sryway. Captain Wayns. for she 'are people who don't quarrel over refar yet?"
I nad ventured to come
ligion.' "
to ber In love, That Is, I was. for really I do not re slender foot upon a slat of the trellis never will talk about you."
"Wal, I reckon not. jut dura If I nor could I look Into those clear, hon- call now that Edith made any remark sbe lifted herself up until she could
With these cheering words ringing
know fer sure, cap."
GRAND TO LIVE
apropos of the subject You have no barely reach the refractory branch. In my ears, and feeling thoroughly deest, questioning eyes and He
"How long would It take us to reach
"Halt!" I ordered. "Sergeant!"
And the Last Laugh Is Always the
Idea. Captain Wayne, what a hero I "Now." she said, smiling down upon feated In every cherished hope,
there?"
"I am here. Captain."
have made you out to be. It would me. "please Just bold me here for a strode savagely down the long hill and
"Six months ago I would havo laugh" 'Bout two days, I reckon
"Take your men down into that hol- make you positively vain If I should moment until I secure this end."
mounted my horse, How roughly for- ed at the Idea that there could be anyI turned
and looked at my men In low yonder, and remain there until I confess; why, Arthur hss actually beMy hand was scarcely upon ber In tune bad suffeted me. to be sure, and thing
better for a table beverage than
some perplexity They were scattered return. Better post a sentry on tne come so Jealous that he has almost support when the slender slat snapped bow extremely small the Inspiration
coffee."
writes an Ohio woman, "now I
along the edge of the road, and only hill nere "
forbidden me even to mention your beneath ber weight As shs fell I left. Well, perhaps I deserved it tor laugh to know there Is.
one jrroup bad taken the precaution to
1
a
Captain."
caught
For
both
arms
one
with
vtll
be
presence
So
when
done.
ber
ever permitting myself to love
name In his
"It
"Since childhood I drank coffee freebull a fire. The sergeant lay Bat
moment she lay. panting and startled whom I knew to be the wife of
"I shall not, probably, be absent want to talk about you I am compelled
ly as did the other members of tbe famapon bl back on a grassy knoll
more than an hour, so don't permit the to go to Edith. She hasn't power to on my breast; then, as with a little
Doubtless sbe bsd seised upon ily. The result waa a puny, sickly
,
"Ebers." I said sternly
men - stray."
stop me. you know, but I'm sure I laugh shs disengaged herself from my this slight pretext to be rid of me. girl; and as I grew Into womanhood L
He arose ponderous, and came for
I will ty mlt
Dot Is It. Captain
must bore ber awfully. And then to embrace, we stood there band In nana end wss already rejoicing over Its did not gain In health, but was afward with a decidedly halting gait
dem all over
think that when you stood there Just and face to face with Edith Brennan. easy accomplishment.
flicted with heart trouble, a weak and
"Vos I sent for?" be asked
Shall I ever forget tbe look within
I roda down alone Into tbe thick now. end I saw your gray uniform, I
In my agitation I forgot entirely the disordered stomach,
wrecked nerves
"Tea." I said; "I want you to have woods at the foot of tbe hill, and dis- actually thought the guerillas bad her eyes? How plainly I saw It al- presence of Maria Bungay
at tbe
the tren get their supper at once, as we mounting, tied my horse to a sapling. come. My heart heats so now 1 can though sbe stood hair hidden benestb house, and ordering my men into sad- and a general breaking down till last
hall be obliged to ride a good portion Then on foot I struck across tbe hardly talk But how pale and hag- tbe sbsdow of the vines. Amazement. dle prepared for departure wttbout winter, at the age of 31, I seemed to
be on the verge of consumption.
Oet tbe men to their fields, my Intention being to come In gard you look Is It that
of the night
horrible Incredulity, scorn were expressed giving a thought to the little fellow
"My friends greeted me with How
supper We shall go on In an hour."
I
negro
quarters
yet
way
as
even
at wound which troubles you still?"
marked them ail and his domestic troubles.
there,
by tbe
of tbe
cboss bad you look! What a Unible color!'
How often since have I smiled at the rear. In hope of meeting some one
proud uncon- the road leading toward the north- and this was not very
"1 have been discharged from the became merged Into
comforting.
the expression upon his solemn round from whom I might Inquire relativa hospital only a short time," I an- sciousness
Sbe would have turned west, for although I bad not asked lbs
"The doctors and patent mediclnea
face as be turned ruefully away!
commy
away
I
word,
a
I
great
Inmates.
but
without
Its
to tbe
bouse and
question conceived highly p robs ble did me absolutely no good. I waa
swered, as she paused to take breath
thorIt waa a slight upward trend of "Indeed, this la my first military serv- panion stopped her
that Brennan and bis party would ride oughly discouraged.
XXVII.
CHAPTER
"Edith." she cried eagerly, "do yon from tbe Federal calvary quarters at
land I bad to traverse, and although ice tor several months, yet I am feel"Then I gave up coffee
comtbe house waa a moat sightly object ing quite strong again. Mrs. Brennan. not see? Thts Is Csptain Wayne."
Colter's Church, and I had no desire menced Postum. At first I and
like
didn't
An Embarrassing Situation.
slightly
me
of
very
and
She turned toward
the then. Is still wltb you?"
and stood upon the
summit
to meet them. They were upon an
hut after a few trials and following
It was well Into the third day when elevation, yet so surrounded was It
"Oh. yes; we have been here all Inclined her bead
errand of mercy of far greater Impor- It
tbe directions exactly, It waa grand.
we came down Into the fertile valley wltb trees, both fruit and ornamental. winter long It has been so dull, for
"I recognised Captain Wayns." waa tance than my revenge
It waa refreshing and satisfying. iñ
of the Cowakln
It had proven an un- I waa enabled to make bat tittle of Its really nothing has happened, and the ber calm answer, "and regret greatly
swung
As we
along through tne a couple of weeks I noticed
a great
I
enmet
upon
him. It was
eventful ride thus far. for we bad
approached the out valley Is quite devoid of Inhabitants having Intruded
situation until
heavily timbered land fringing our change.
I
with no adventures and had observed building!.
met with no one, nor
even tbe negroes have gone burning tlrely unintentional, and I havs no road. Bungay pressed his mute Into a
"I became stronger, my
grew
little worthy of consideration from a could I perceive any negree about freedom. But Major Brennan aad Ar desire to remain "
trot and finally succeeded la ranging clearer. I was not troubledbrain
with
I
military standpoint
mo
spoken
at
that
not
could
have
up at my side. Even In my disturbed
the slave quartern ffet the place did tbur are to be here this afternoon.
aa la coffee times, my
While constantly observant of those not bear tbe appearance or desertion. and sometime tonight we are all of ment to ssve my life It fairly stunned mental condition I was amused at his
power of endurance was more than
points regarding which I 'bad been die There were horses la the stable, a eat us going away together."
me to realise the construction sbe so ualque style of riding, although I
doubled.
my
patched,
overmastering was curled up on oae of the cabla
one
Eager as I was to meet Brennan. I plainly placed upon tbe scene Just would not wound blm by laughing.
"Tbe heart trouble and Indigestion
thought during all those hours was the door steps, and smoke continued to bad no desire that we should meet la enacted. Not so the girl at my side.
tTU UK CONTINUED.)
dlssppesred and my nerves became
possibility of again meeting with Edith pour In a dull vel'ow cloud from tne tbe presence of his wife Better, tar Her cheeks flushed with indignation,
steady and strong
Brennan and proving of some assist kitchen chimney
Altogether there better, would It be for me to leave at and ber audacity gave her speech
Wonderful Luck.
"I began to Uke an Interest In things
anee to bar. Her greeting of me in waa much In the situation to puxsie once aad without eveo seeing her
worse
even
than
which made matters
Rook Taylor was always a fortu
g
me.
shout
Housework aad
'
the Federal hospital had been so ever, and I no lonsei regretted that I
"Toe say you are about to depart T" before
aate man. but doesn't It seem wonder
became a pleasure. My frienda
sweetly gracious, go marked with tea had exercised some caution la my ap- I asked, determined to learn all pos
"Tou are exceedingly free with your ful that his luck should stay with bio
have marveled at the change and whoa
der sympathy, whll tbe memory of proach.
Edith." sbe exclslmed to tbe very last?
stole regarding their plana. "Do you rriflclsms.
they enquire what brought It about
ber words, and even more of tbe took
sharply, as tbe latter turned ber back
Raleigh
The orchard, with tbe remains of a go North r
Hew was that?
I answer Postum, aad nothing also la
which accompanied (hero, bad so re- garden, lay between the house aad tbe
Rook Why. be was operated on for
Tes. lo Baltimore and Washington upon us. "Perhaps It would be as well
the
world.'" Name given by Postum
mained with me In encouragement stable protected by a low fence of Tbe guerillas are becoming so deeper for you first to ascertain the truth
a
pearl
of
the removal
which be had
Co..
Battle Creek. Mich.
wholly
'hat I longed to encounter ber again. whitened pickets Bo far as I could ate la this neighborhood that we are
"Tou
mistake." waa the calm accidentally swallowed while eating
Read the little Book. "The Road to
Uod knowa what I boned lor, tor I observe. It contained no occupant, sad actually afraid to remain hero longer
reply. "I have not presumed to crtti oysters.' and when tbe pearl was ex
knew well It must all Inevitably end i pushed open the gate and started They attacked tbe Cuyler plantation, rise. Why sboeld I? It Is not a mat- - smlned it was found to be valusble Wellvllle." in pkgs "There's a
asm letter t a
la despair, yet like tbe moth I must down a narrow cinder path ehlcs led ' oaly tea miles from nere. two weeks tar which interests me in the least, enough to pay for both the operation oweItver rrm the
saaenis f i mm Meas t
eoauaue to singe my wings as til the between two rows of sow bus bee. To eco, killed old Mr. Cuyler, turned his J 1 presume you have no further e
re eraale. II la. mm4 fall
snd the funeral Pali finder.
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Legal Notices

ment and costs.
EDWIN MECHEM. SPECIAL MAS
TER.

For All The Family

Newspaper

C. C.

Carroll,

Plaintiff

j

people of Alamogordo and Otero
County, because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
As willing and eager to boost
Cloudcroft. Tularosa, or any
other Otero County town as to
boost Alamogordo.

defendant.
it is therefore considered,
ordered
and adjudged by the Court that the
defendent do cause its appearance to
be entered herein on or before the 18th
day of March. A. D., 1912 and that if
sain appearance is not so entered, the
Clerk of this Court shall enter appear- anee for the said defendant
It is further ordered that a copy of
this order be published In THE Alamo- GORDO N'kws for four successive weeks,
the last publication to be not less than
thirty days before the return day here-- 1
Of; and that a copy of this order shall
be posted in three public places within
liiv county ol Oieio, auu Stole ol New
MeXICO. tOWlt:
one COnV at the front
(loor of the Court House. Alamocordo,
one copy at the corner ot Tenth Street

Its news columns are free from
!

bias or editorial comment. The
news reports carry only the
..V

.

- .

f1

v

readers to form

aj

- i

their own

conclusions.
Readers will find in The News
nothing: that they would be unwilling- or ashamed to have

and New York Avenue, Alamogordo
and one copy in front of the Post Of- tice. Alamogordo, said notices to be
posted fur four weeks and that the expiration of ;i ill four weeks be not less
than thirty days before the return day

Republican in politics, progressive in views, yet conservative
in criticism of people and partios differing- in political faith.
Not under control of any of the
"interests", and not under

treatment of all other matters
as well.

Las Cruces, N. M.,

January

26, 1912

-

-

ss.

Plaintiff,
vs.
Mary L. Springer

1907, made Homestead
5828(02198), for SW',NW
' , Section
:!. Township
lt S. Range
i
I F. N M P Meridian, has Bled notice
guf intention to make Final five year
arrroox, to st bin h claim to the land
above described, before S. M. Parker
V. S. Commissioner,
at Alamogordo,
V M O the P..'th day of March, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. N. Nelson, of Mountain Park, N. M.
P
J. T. Haynes, )f
Jessie Green, of
S. Kotoaki,
of
JOSE QONZALE8

April

entry.

17,

No.

In

P""

Paso arriv- ed Saturday night for a visit.
the District Be returned home Sunday even- -

viuwreasi.
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convince and is free if

HEREBY GIVEN That
EiUm Mechem. Sp.- i.. M. .t. r
e
appointed by the court herein,
wdl on the Mh day of April A. D.. 1912,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon of naid
day. at the front door of the Court
Htnue at Alanu g- ni.i. uten. County,
New Mexico, aell at public auction for
caah to the higheat bidder the folii wing
property:
Lot No. 15 in Block No. 7J in the
Town of Almmiordo. Otero County,
New MexK-o- . according to the recorded
plat thereof.
And that I will apply the proceeds of
aid .de to the payment of akl jada '
1.

unsatisfactory.

LET US PRINT FOR YOU
(
.

'cre-tofor-

$200

From

P. A STAXCK.

Clerk.

AUmogordii,

A
of

I I 00 to
Fac-tor-

y

Direct.

Hi STARCR IB

Forfeiture Notice

x- -

C. Kerrier v. John C.
et al.. No. H91 In pursuance
of judgment rendervd in tne aUive
ntybsi court and cam-- , whereby plaintiff ubuined judgment againt ik f,nd-an- t
John C. KolerM and Mahnda J,
Robert for lK.!:t. with eight
cent intereat per annum fnn ih.te of
judirment. to wit, Nov.
1911. with
coat of auit and .ale. and for forvi Injure and ante of the property hereinafter

100.

Saving

New Mexico.
L. Thmm s.

W

IN THE DISTRICT COUBT, THIRD
JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY
f

Terms

N. M.
jt. VKL

Notnaaber
DAVID M. EASTON and WILLIAM
DOVUMO, their heir, executor,

Sanf Anywhere in the United Stat es on

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

and astgn:
You. and each of you. are hereby
notified that the Tularosa Copper (Vm-pana corporation of New Mex-.mha
during each of the year
and li"ll expended the um of One
hundred (lluailUl dollar per annum in
lal-oand improvement
upon the VIRGINIA COPPER LODE mining claim,
aituated in the Tularou Mining District. Section 26. Townnhip 13. South
Range 11 Eat. County of Otero, ami
Territory of New Mexico, more particularly dracrihvd aa follow. Beginning at a diacovery ahaft which i about
ftve hundred (Si yarda Eat uf the
Andrew Wilaon houae on the South tide
of Rio Tularoaa. and running South Uve
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No. 1037.

Springer,
sabeile Springer, J.
B. Kilp trick. Adolph
rloffmi n, Mrs. Annie

'

D"

Bart Htl burn of

sgainal then, and each thereof, m the
District Couri lot the County of utcru,
Btats of New Mexico, by the Aiaaso-ford- o
Inproveinent Company, n nlaiii-titf- .
pray m(r fir an adjudication of the
rights tu the wMers of the Fresnal
Crash and all its tfttMtafiSBi and to
whether there is any
priattd arater rcmainiim in rach creeh,
Register. an.! to deteimins and eatablUh, and t
quiet and set at rei-t- . I'laintitJ's title in
Nc
for Publlci Ion
and to the waters of such creek, sad
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, for an injunction restraining defend
ant.', frotn further diversion or usa '
1. S. LAND OFFICE
'such waters claimed by plaintiff, and to
at Roswell, New Mexico,
fix and determine all places ot ajipro-pri- .
Berial No. OUOfl
Jasnarj ', I9U
of such waters of
tion and diver-in- n
Notice is hereby frfefl that Bdjr.ir
l
Creek SS defendants Bay have
N. If., who, oa the riTit to us- -, am! for a tJetaWfaaa-Marc- h
Watta, of
lo. IM0, made Homestead En-- Í tion of the amount of water reasonably
fer N ' of N
tn Serial. No.
nevessary for the use of all parties to
Beetion
Townahtp
Range 16-'such suit, and for the ttkinir ehsjys ly
N. M. P. Meridian, has riled notice of the court of such waters and ti.eir dis- intentinn to make Hnal ommutation trwmtion ienuiiiK' this suit, and for tem- PNof, to tStshHsh claim to the land por..ry injunctions rontroMinir uch wa- above descnU'd. bsJaTS
k
tors d'unnj: the pendency of such suit.
Hunter. U, S. Oommissioiifr. in his of
I'nless yon enter your
in
tice, at Mayhill. N. If., on the írth day said suit on or béfele the Twentv-lift- h
of February. l!'12
(iMhl Day of April. 1919, judgment by
Cl.omant names as witiv.ve:
default will U- rendtreil agan.st ju.
Hugh E. Hark ley.
of Mayhill. N. M
The I'lhintitT'a aHOTUeyi and tin pmst
Drajdsu s. Mills.
of Dnaksn, N. M oiüie MdssM thetvaf an ss foBews:
Jonathan V. VaeWinkle of "
"
Hawkins
Fkanm.in.
M
Fred Cox.
$t
i'aao. Tex.
T. C. TILLOnON,
F,'VS Mk.i HKM.

COMMERCIAL

"'

Court of ( Itero
County.

ictor T. Springer,
Frank P Rnrlninr
Louíí K. Springer, Roy

M.

on

if 8i'

this week.

.

Alamogordolmprovement Co.,

JARVI8

Dentist

and the amendment thereto,

.

Notice For Publication
deparment of thi: INTERIOR
U. S I
Mi OFFICE
at Las cruces. N. M.
January 11, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sarah E.
Anglin, of Mountain Park, N. M., who,

J
Be"

Notice is hereby given that Jame F.
Pridmor' of Shamrock, N. If., who,
olu AuKust
ML made homestead
entrv' No- - 052- - for W.NW4; N,-Nesvv' s,,('tion " Township 18 S, Range
10 v" N M p Meridian, has tiled notice
ot intention to make Final live year
Proof to Mtabl,8h claim to the land
above
before the County
Clerk of Otero County, at Alamogordo.
NM., " L,lt' 14th day of March, 1ÍÚ2.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. L. Garrison, of Shamrock, N. M.
45t
Act Atty.
John Stark,
of
S. Price,
of Alamogordo. N. M.
J. J. Sanders and J. J. la.le of
James Pennimore, of Cloudcroft, N M
Tularosa are among the Visitors
JOSE GONZALES.
26
Register. at court tliis week.
Thos. M. Shields of Tularosa I
Uvas
Notice of Pendency of Suit
among the visitors in town I

Done at Batánela,
22nd, day of January, 1912.
O'Cleary, lobina
EDWARD L MEDLER,
O'Cleary. M. A. Crea- Garner,
Judge Third Judicial District of New mer,
Loulehan Masse, ('..
Mexico.
14
Torres. 1). Torres. J.

-

pledge to "stand hitched".
Just. fair, and impartial in the

at

j

yj

I

approved January 92, 1880, concerning'
Ai.AMOti'iiMMi. N. M.
annual labor uxn mining claims, being
the amount required to hold said lode
. J. G. HOLMES, M
D
for the period ending on the 31st day of
December, A. D. 1911. And if within
Physician and Surgeon.
ninety 90 days from the personal ser
Telephones
vice of this notice, or within ninety 90
days after the publication thereof, you Office 78.
Residence 72
fail or refuse to contribute your propOT
Office Next to Oilisetia Hank.
tion of said expenditures as
ALAMOGORDO, A. M.
which amounts to Twenty ($20.00i Dol
lars per annum for each of you for each
of said years above named, your interest CHERB1 eV SUKKK1
in the claim will become the property of
Attorneys at Law
the subscriber, your
who has
made the required expenditures by the
Office Upstairs
terms of said section.
First National Bank Hulldlsf
TULAROSA COPPER COMPANY,
by
EDWIN MECHEM.

irion. I), li. Richmond
C. R. Phillips, W. C.
Smith, L. E. Martin.
(
M. Yard. Law rence
New Mexico this
O'Cleary, Mary C

thereof.

their little children read.

States,

No. 1080 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. LAND OFFICE

This cause coming on to he heard this
dav uiion the return of the summons
herein returned "not nerved" and in
affidavit
to the aatisfactlon of the
Court that process cannot be served
upon the defendent within the State of
Mexico and the Court being fullv
advised In the premises finds that the
defendant should be directed and order- d to enter its appearance herein, other- wise the Court shall order the Clerk of
this Court to enter appearance for the

Suited to the needs of all the

36

Notice for Publication

vs

Southwestern Mininir and
Smelting Company
Defendant

,

r--

j

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Harry H. McElroy,
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF Attorney for plaintiff,
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IN Tucumcari, New Mexico.
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OTERO.
A

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
.
-

end of claim; the location notice of said
mining claim being recorded at Page 9,
Book M of Mining Records of Lincoln
County, New Mexico. Said sums being
exended in order to hold said claim
under the provisions of section 2324 of
the Revised Statutes of the United '
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